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ABSTRACT 

Riley Logan Howard: Analyzing the effects of scaffold and synthesized material properties in an 

in vitro colonic epithelial cell model  

(Under the direction of Nancy Allbritton) 

 The epithelial layer of the large intestine displays a unique structural biology known as 

intestinal crypts, invaginations within the epithelial wall which display spontaneous polarization 

between stem cells at the base of the crypt and differentiated cells approaching the epithelial 

lumen. This layer is supported by the lamina propria, a supportive and connective layer of tissue 

which contains a number of extracellular proteins. This layer of epithelial cells is coated by a 

two-tiered mucus layer, with a compacted inner layer anchored within the crypt goblet cells and 

a more porous gel-like outer layer which contains bacteria and other debris. This tissue 

architecture presents a unique opportunity for studying the effects of physical microenvironment 

properties on stem cell behavior in vitro. It also provides a useful platform for the synthesis and 

analysis of intestinal mucus, which in recent years has become an important focus in numerous 

disease models. This dissertation focuses on the analysis of the effects of altering the physical 

structure of a cell scaffold on in vitro colonic cell culture, as well as the mechanical and chemical 

properties of generated in vitro mucus.  

 Chapter Two of this dissertation focuses on the rheological and biochemical analysis of 

generated in vitro mucus, which was produced by a monolayer of colonic epithelial cells using 

an air-liquid interface and a type I collagen hydrogel scaffold. This mucus was directly compared 

to mucus harvested from ex vivo colon tissue resections, and demonstrated that this system 
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produces mucus with similar properties to native mucus, though ex vivo mucus did form larger 

overall mucus complexes. Chapters Three and Four demonstrate the creation of a gradient of 

surface properties on a single scaffold template via the use of controlled silane vapor deposition. 

Using this template to create in vitro crypts with controlled microcurvature in the stem cell niche, 

it was found that crypts with convex curvature displayed higher levels of proliferative activity 

than flat or convex crypts. It was also found that crypts with convex curvature displayed a higher 

level of globular, unorganized actin in their extracellular structure. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

1.1. Tissue engineering applications in regenerative medicine and drug screening 

1.1.1. Regenerative medicine and the role of stem cells in tissue engineering 

 A heavy focus in biomedical research in recent years has been the improved and 

expanded development of tissue engineering applications, particularly in terms of 

physiologically-relevant tissue synthesis. This field of research is of significant importance, as 

the cost (both in currency and in lives lost) of organ failure and complications with organ 

transplants is very high. According to the Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network, the 

number of total organ transplants has increased each year since 2012, from 28,059 in 2012 to 

39,718 in 2019 [1]. As of March 2020, there are 123,407 patients on the waiting list for organ 

transplants of all types [1].  Unfortunately, the number of donors available for organ donation is 

remarkably smaller, with 19,252 organ donors in 2019 [1]. It was estimated that approximately 

6,200 patients died while awaiting organ transplant in 2019 [1]. Going beyond the actual 

difficulties of acquiring an organ for transplant, it is even more difficult to ensure a match 

between a donor and a recipient due to blood-type, tissue-type, and antibody match requirements 

between donor and recipient tissue [2]. Also, the material cost for the harvest, transport, 

transplant, and maintenance of donor tissue is staggeringly high, reaching as high as an average 

of ~$1.65 million per transplant for heart transplants and associated care in 2019 [3]. With these 

high costs, there is considerable drive to develop alternatives to donor tissue transplant.  

 One particular area of research in reducing the necessity and cost of tissue replacement is
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regenerative medicine. This field of research combines molecular biology and tissue engineering 

around the idea of using stem cells and in vitro cell culture to repair and replace human tissue for 

patients who currently have untreatable or incurable illnesses or injuries. The field of 

regenerative medicine has grown significantly in the past two decades, spawning Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) approved therapies encompassing biologic treatments, cell-based medical 

devices, and biopharmaceuticals [4, 5]. While these technologies are usable for in situ tissue 

repair, there is still a gap in the development of synthetic tissue replacement [5]. Ideally, 

regenerative medicine could use a patient’s own cells to create replacement tissue for 

implantation, reducing transplant costs and the risk of host rejection [6]. Unfortunately, the 

complexity of creating an entire organ, complete with multiple layers of distinct tissue and a 

myriad of distinct metabolic factors, makes full tissue generation on a large scale exceedingly 

difficult [6]. To that end, many biomedical researchers have pursued “lab-on-a-chip” cell culture 

systems, designed via controlled scaffold fabrication, tissue self-assembly, and three-dimensional 

(3D) bioprinting of tissue [5]. Lab-on-a-chip systems are designed to mimic biological tissue 

(including fluid flow and cell co-culture) on a small scale, allowing for high throughput 

screening of the effects of drugs and other environmental stimuli [7]. While this 

microengineering of cell culture may seem counter-intuitive for the development of large, 

potentially implantable tissue, these systems allow for the complexity of each in vivo tissue type 

to be suitably replicated in vitro, which could then lead to larger scale tissue culture under these 

improved conditions [7].  

 A particularly important factor in successful lab-on-a-chip culture is the propagation and 

maintenance of stem cell lines from donor tissue [8]. It is difficult to properly mimic in vivo 

conditions for stem cell growth, as a myriad of chemical and physical factors are required to 
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control their viability, migration, and differentiation into various cell types within the tissue [8]. 

Without properly maintaining these stem cell lines, it is entirely possible that the 

karyotype/phenotype of any in vitro tissue will not match with in vivo tissue function [8]. While 

replicating the exact in vivo chemical microenvironment around stem cells is difficult due to the 

large number of chemical factors and metabolites found physiologically, the physical 

microenvironment of this tissue could be more easily replicable [9]. The structural 

microenvironment supporting stem cells can have far-reaching effects on the eventual biological 

structure growing from those stem cells; for example, increases in matrix stiffness have been 

shown to directly influence stem cell differentiation between bone cells and fat cells with human 

mesenchymal stem cells [10]. By placing stem cells in a physiologically mismatched 

environment, they can grow too quickly or too slowly, differentiate into undesirable cell types, or 

die [11]. In order to better characterize environment effects on stem cells, a compartmentalized, 

orderly cell support system is desirable. Such a structure would allow for direct observation of 

independent variable effects on stem cells, while minimizing interference from other types of 

cells. The synthetic method used to create a lab-on-a-chip system is crucial for properly 

developing the physical microenvironment around stem cells in culture, guiding their 

differentiation into biomimetic tissue [12].  

1.1.2. Various synthetic methods and applications of lab-on-a-chip cell culture 

 One of the goals of a microengineered lab-on-a-chip platform is to recapitulate organ-

level function on the microscale, and the success of this goal can be heavily affected by the 

synthetic method chosen. Many different synthesis methods can be found in the literature for 

recreating complex tissue on a lab-on-a-chip. One popular method is using decellularized native 
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tissue as a scaffold, reseeding it with cultured cells, and allowing the native microenvironment of 

the decellularized matrix to guide tissue growth [13]. This process involves the removal of cells 

and most chemical factors, while (theoretically) maintaining the composition, microstructure, 

and mechanical properties of in vivo tissue [5]. While promising, there are challenges for the 

successful implementation of decellularized tissue as an in vitro scaffold. Because the native 

extracellular matrix (ECM) operates in conjunction with a number of signaling molecules and 

cell-anchored proteins, the decellularization step could compromise the microstructure and 

mechanical properties of the tissue and lead to unsuccessful tissue recapitulation [14]. Similarly, 

because protein components of the native matrix are regularly replaced by host cells, the loss of 

live cells in the decellularization process could lead to scaffold degradation over time [5].  

 Another strategy for replication of in vivo microstructure is the use of 3D printing with 

cell-containing bioink on a hydrogel scaffold [5]. This technique involves using a soft hydrogel 

base, typically containing natural ECM polymers such as collagen, and using 3D printing 

techniques (such as inkjet printing, microextrusion, or laser-guided printing) to spatially organize 

different cell types into a native-like structure [15, 16]. With a number of significant 

improvements in spatial resolution on the microscale in recent years, the microstructure of 

complex tissues can be recapitulated in vitro, though whole-organ tissue printing for 

transplantation has still not been achieved [16]. 3D bioprinting excels in seeding cells and 

extracellular components layer-by-layer with compositional control, allowing for the creating of 

native-like 3D scaffolds for cell growth [16]. This successive layer-by-layer approach allows for 

increased in vitro tissue complexity, as in vivo tissues typically contain various epithelial, 

mesothelial, and endothelial layers [17]. A main limiting factor for this technology currently is 

an incomplete understanding of the multitude of metabolic and growth factors needed for exact 
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in vivo tissue replication [15]. Another challenge currently facing 3D bioprinting is maintaining 

cell viability while achieving adequate spatial resolution; because microstructures with higher

resolution necessarily take more time to be printed, cell viability (and subsequent tissue viability) 

could be decreased compared to other synthetic methods described in this section [16].  

 Cellular self-assembly on natural hydrogels with near-native composition and 

microstructure is also a useful approach for a successful lab-on-a-chip [5]. Self-assembly relies 

on cellular guidance to recapitulate native tissue by providing them access to biomimetic 

metabolic factors and ECM components [18]. Using natural hydrogels (which will be discussed 

herein) as a base for cell culture, the cells have access to ECM bonds and metabolites which are 

used to form highly sophisticated cell-cell interactions [78]. With multiple cell types and a 

hydrogel structure with biomimetic composition and structure, cells have shown the ability to 

self-assemble into complex tissue [19, 20]. This technique offers the benefit of increased 

simplicity, not requiring sophisticated equipment or access to hard-to-find scaffold materials. 

Also, by using molding to replicate simple biological structures within a natural hydrogel 

scaffold, cells can be physically guided to replicate in vivo tissue [5, 21]. However, self-assembly 

does face the challenge of successfully replicating complex native microstructures, such as the 

alveoli in the lungs, which require very specific microcurvatures and structural composition for 

formation [22]. It also faces problems of scaffold composition, as exactly recreating in vivo ECM 

composition can prove challenging, especially if multiple levels of tissue are being produced in 

combination (such as co-culturing epithelial cells, fibroblasts, and vascular cells) [18].  

 Overall, many synthetic methods with distinct advantages and disadvantages are 

available for the replication of organ-level tissue function. One particularly important use of 
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these lab-on-a-chip platforms after successful synthesis is rapidly testing the effects of various 

drugs and metabolites on cell behavior. Drug screening on in vitro tissue with organ-level 

function is necessary for the development of new pharmaceutical approaches for disease models, 

as well as for assessment of comparable responses to current drug treatments for in vivo and in 

vitro tissue [23]. Some major roadblocks for successful drug screening are the cost and 

availability of metabolites and tissues of interest, as well as low-throughput models with 

conventional cell culture [23]. Lab-on-a-chip model systems mitigate these challenges by 

creating a controlled microengineered system with in vivo-like structure, allowing for high-

throughput, rapid drug screening using fractional amounts of base tissue and metabolites [23]. 

For these reasons, the lab-on-a-chip model is an ideal system for advancing knowledge of both in 

vitro organ synthesis and of tissue response to drug and metabolite application.  

1.2.      Cell culture scaffolding and natural polymers 

1.2.1. The extracellular matrix and collagen 

 Eukaryotic organisms contain a biological structure known as the extracellular matrix 

(ECM), briefly mentioned in Section 1.1.2, which is responsible for controlling cell migration 

and cellular mechanical support within the organism. Typically, this structure is formed by 

proteins and polysaccharides, and can form as a fibrillar network between cells or as a dense 

sheet structure on which cells can grow and survive, known as a basement membrane [24]. The 

ECM in humans is primarily composed of different fibrous proteins coupled with various 

glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), which are sugar complexes integral to the process of cell binding. 

The fibrous proteins in the ECM commonly include laminins, fibronectins, elastins, and most 

importantly, collagens [24]. These molecules are largely produced by epithelial cells known as 

fibroblasts, but other forms of epithelial cells also have roles in ECM molecule secretion [25].  
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Collagen is a family of proteins characterized by alpha triple helix morphology, forming 

tropocollagen fibers which can grow into larger linear fibrils or which can be networked together 

in thinner, non-linear structures [26]. Collagen is the most abundant protein in the body, forming 

up to 30% of the entire protein content found in humans [11], and plays important roles in 

mechanical support, wound healing, and cell mobility. While there are at least 16 distinct types 

of collagen, 80-90% of all collagen found in the body is in the form of type I, type II, or type III 

collagen, with type I collagen accounting for the bulk of these percentages [27]. The other forms 

of collagen typically account for specialized connective tissues, and so are not synthesized at 

high volumes.  

 Type I collagen consists of two structural units, forming a helix containing two ɑ1(I) 

chains and one ɑ2(I) chain within its tropocollagen structure. These fibers are approximately 300 

nm in length and 1.5 nm in diameter, and pack together longitudinally to form thick collagen 

fibrils. The final structure of type I collagen is formed when these fibrils are networked via 

various cap proteins [28]. Like most other types of collagen, type I collagen can be identified by 

its previously-mentioned helical structure, as well the large quantity of Gly-Pro-X motifs found 

in its structure (with X being any other amino acid) [27].  

1.2.2. Advantages, disadvantages, and properties of natural polymers 

 Caplan demonstrated that nearly 50 different molecules can bind to type I collagen [29], 

making this material particularly desirable as a substrate for adherent cell culture. It has been 

shown that purified type I collagen can be used effectively for both in vivo and in vitro tissue 

scaffolds [30]. There are noted benefits for using collagen as a scaffold substrate in tissue 

engineering. Due to its animal-based nature, collagen naturally has a high degree of 
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biocompatibility, allowing cells to adhere, migrate, differentiate on its surface, and provoke a 

minimal immune response when used in vivo [31]. Included in this advantage is the fact that 

collagen naturally contains cell binding ligands, which typically come as amino acid sequences 

with an Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) motif. These properties have allowed the FDA to approve collagen 

scaffolds for clinical use in various forms [31]. Collagen is the primary component of the natural 

ECM. Therefore, the mechanical properties (such as elastic stiffness) of a collagen-based 

scaffold naturally fall close to that of the in vivo environment [30]. Collagen hydrogels are 

naturally porous, permitting easy diffusion of metabolites and hormones and allowing for cell 

waste to be excreted. Collagen porosity can also enable angiogenesis under the right conditions, 

facilitating more self-sustaining tissue constructs [32]. The materials necessary for these 

scaffolds are derived from animal sources making them cheap and abundant for manufacturing. 

Finally, for in vivo applications, collagen is naturally biodegradable. This biodegradability is 

advantageous because a main goal of therapeutic tissue engineering is to allow a host’s own cells 

to eventually take over and replace a degrading scaffold over time [33]. 

 Unfortunately, animal-based hydrogels such as collagen do have substantial 

disadvantages compared to non-animal-based hydrogels or ceramics in tissue engineering. 

Animal based hydrogels are derived from biological sources; thus, it can prove challenging to 

homogeneously extract and purify the hydrogel base material. Typically, unwanted contaminant 

proteins will be included in an extraction. Natural variation between sources can also cause 

problems in data reproducibility by affecting concentration or protein density batch to batch [30]. 

While the mechanical properties of collagen scaffolds are similar to in vivo conditions, these 

properties are typically extremely weak, with stiffness in the 101 to 103 Pa range [34]. This 

substantially decreases scalability because a collagen scaffold would have poor load-bearing 
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properties and would be prone to mechanical degradation with increased surface area [34]. 

Synthetic material properties are typically more tunable (i.e. their properties can be adjusted 

more easily) than those of biological materials [34]. Finally, the entire procedure of source 

extraction, purification, and processing requires significant time and expertise, which leads to the 

cost of animal-based hydrogels significantly exceeding that of common non-biological 

alternatives. For example, type I rat-tail collagen costs ~2 USD per mg, whereas polyethylene 

glycol (a common hydrogel base) costs ~.071 USD per mg (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) [35, 

36].  

 Ideally, a combination of the low cost, reproducibility, and property control of synthetic 

materials together with the biocompatibility and structure of biological materials (like collagen) 

would be used for tissue engineering applications. While pure collagen scaffolds do raise some 

issues (such as weak material properties and non-specific binding), hybridization with other 

biological materials or with synthetic materials has yielded promising results. For example, 

combination with the positively-charged biopolymer chitosan has showed biomimetic 

mechanical properties while maintaining biocompatibility and cell viability [30]. An example of 

synthetic/biological hybrid scaffolds, porcine acellular dermal matrix (an ECM extract primarily 

composed of collagen) has been shown to exhibit increased mechanical properties and even 

increased cell adhesion when combined with a synthetic polymer such as polydopamine [37].  

1.2.3. Physical microenvironment effects in tissue engineering 

 Beyond composition, the structural microenvironment of a cell scaffold is extremely 

important for successful growth of biomimetic tissue in vitro. Human tissue structure is very 

complex, with organs displaying a remarkable degree of microenvironment heterogeneity 

between different layers (such as differences between the epithelium and endothelium) [23]. 
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While using natural polymers as a scaffold can provide approximations of cell binding and 

signaling networks found in in vivo tissue, it can be difficult to recapitulate the physical structure 

necessary for guiding proper tissue growth, including microcurvature and heterogeneous material 

properties such as porosity and stiffness [23]. As described in Section 1.1.2, 3D bioprinting is 

one potential avenue for mitigating this difficulty; however, there are still concerns about 

resolution on the nano- and micro-scale for these techniques, as well as a high cost of equipment 

and materials and a high degree of necessary user experience for successful application [15, 16].  

 Specifically, replicating in vivo topography, mechanical properties, and applied tension 

forces of base-tissue levels is a challenge [38]. This is particularly important for guiding stem 

cell fate in in vitro culture, as it has been demonstrated that these factors can have major effects 

on stem cell mobility, differentiation, and viability [39, 40, 41]. Mechanical stiffness, briefly 

touched on in Section 1.2.1, is important for guiding tissue functions, as in vivo tissues display an 

extremely wide range of stiffnesses depending on their role within the body (i.e. bone vs smooth 

muscle cells) [38]. It has been demonstrated that underlying matrix stiffness has major effects on 

guiding cell differentiation, which would have significant downstream effects on the 

development of biomimetic tissue [42]. It is also important that an in vitro scaffold has similar 

response to external forces as native tissue, as mechanotransduction from fluid flow, muscle 

movement, and other applied forces play roles in cell differentiation and behavior [43]. Finally, 

the local topography (namely, the roughness and curvature of the surface) of supportive tissue 

has been shown to have effects on cytoskeletal assembly and stem cell behavior, as changes in 

nano- or micro-topography has downstream effects on protein clustering and cell signaling 

through the ECM [38].  
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1.3.      The gastrointestinal tract 

1.3.1. Functions and structure of the GI tract 

 The primary gastrointestinal (GI) tract performs as the digestive system and is 

responsible for nutrient/water uptake and waste removal. Primarily the GI tract encompasses the 

mouth, esophagus, stomach, and intestines (small and large), though other organs like the liver 

and pancreas also play significant accessory roles in digestion [44]. The gastrointestinal wall is 

formed of four distinct layers: the mucosa, the submucosa, the muscle layer, and an outer layer 

of connective tissue known as the serosa or adventitia, depending on the surface composition 

[44]. The innermost layer is the mucosa, which consists primarily of the epithelial cell layer, as 

well as a connective tissue layer known as the lamina propria and a smooth muscle layer known 

as the muscularis mucosa [44]. Overall, the mucosa performs critical roles in mucus production 

and nutrient absorption [44]. The submucosa is a connective tissue layer and primarily provides 

the GI tract with access to blood and lymphatic vessels [45], while the muscle layer is 

responsible for swallowing and rhythmic persistalsis along the length of the GI tract [45]. The 

outermost layer is the serosa or adventitia, depending on whether it is composed of connective 

tissue (adventitia) or mesothelial cells (serosa) [45]. The serosa typically plays roles in 

lubrication and protection and is usually found when the GI tract runs through body cavities, 

whereas an adventitia connects the GI tract to other organs and tissue and is found when the GI 

tract comes into contact with other organs [45]. While the upper levels of the GI tract display 

relatively flat epithelial layers, consisting of both squamous cells (esophagus) and columnar cells 

(stomach), the intestines display unique epithelial microstructures which will be described later 

in this chapter [44].  
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1.3.2. The colonic epithelium 

 The large intestine, commonly referred to as the colon, is the final section of the 

vertebrate gastrointestinal tract. The colon is largely responsible for water and salt absorption, as 

well as waste storage. The colon also secretes mucus, which coincides with its presence as a 

physical containment region for a large variety of gut microbiota [46]. As described previously, 

the colon displays the primary three inner layers (mucosa, submucosa, and muscle layer), as well 

as the serosa as an outermost layer [47]. Of primary interest in this project is the mucosa, which 

contains a layer of self-contained intruding cylindrical structures known as “crypts” oriented 

perpendicular to the surface of the intestinal lumen. These crypts (also known as the crypts of 

Lieberkuhn) are approximately 400 µm in depth, and perform major epithelial functions of 

mucus production and nutrient absorption [48]. Notably, the large intestine does not contain villi, 

which are finger-like protrusions found within the small intestine and provide additional surface 

area for nutrient absorption [48].  

 Crypt biology is remarkable due to its well-ordered nature and the structural segregation 

created between stem cells and differentiated cells [49]. The basal compartment of the crypt 

contains colonic stem cells, which proliferate into transient-amplifying cells as they move 

vertically up the crypt. As cells migrate upwards in the crypt, they begin to fully differentiate and 

line the intestinal lumen (Fig 1) [50]. The types of cells found in this luminal compartment of the 

colonic crypt are primarily divided into goblet cells for mucus production, enteroendocrine cells 

for hormone production, enterocytes for water and salt absorption, and tuft cells for intestinal 

microbe interaction [51]. Within and on top of the epithelial cells is a two-tiered mucus layer, 

with a tightly-packed inner layer anchored within the goblet cells and in direct contact with the 

epithelial lumen, and a more loosely-packed outer layer that contains bacteria and debris [49]. 
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The root source of this structural setup is the extremely rapid level of cell renewal necessary for 

proper colon function. The colonic epithelium completely renews itself quickly (4-5 days in 

mammals) and it is key to provide the proper environment in which stem cells can divide and 

differentiate without mutation or failure [52]. This polarization between stem cells and 

differentiation cells are driven by basal-to-luminal chemical gradients (such as Wnt, Rspondin, 

and Noggin), as well as differences in the physical microenvironment between the stem cell 

niche and the rest of the crypt [21, 53].  

 The structure-function relationship in the colonic epithelium is extremely pronounced. 

Thus, proper in vitro mimicry of crypt biology has proved challenging. Recent breakthroughs in 

2D and 3D culture of mouse-derived colonic epithelial cells enable basic drug screening and cell 

analysis, despite culture limitations [21, 54]. Despite the difficulty, in vitro formation and culture 

of crypt structures is necessary for properly analyzing stem cell behavior, as well as measuring 

the effects of cell microenvironment on cell function in bulk tissue behavior.  

1.4.    Lab-on-a-chip applications for colonic cells 

1.4.1. Approaches, advantages, and disadvantages of a colonic lab-on-a-chip 

 With the unique structure and function of the large intestine, there has been a large focus 

in the literature on successfully recapitulating native structure in in vitro colon models.  These 

models have been achieved as both epithelial-only cultures [54, 55] and more complex co-culture 

models with other intestinal cell types, including mesenchymal cells [56, 57]. These cultures 

typically follow one of two pathways: organoid formation [58] or monolayer formation [21, 59]. 

Organoid formation occurs under chemical conditions similar to those found in vivo, including 

access to growth factors such as R-spondin, Noggin, and epidermal growth factor [60]. When 

exposed to these conditions and grown on a soft hydrogel layer, intestinal epithelial cells can 
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self-assemble into a primary spheroid with an enclosed lumen and outward-budding structures 

[61]. These complexes consist mostly of stem and proliferative cells within the more isolated 

budding structures and differentiated cells within the interior spheroid, mimicking in vivo 

polarization within intestinal crypts [61]. It has also been demonstrated that co-culture with 

mesenchymal cells produces a supportive mesenchymal layer surrounding these epithelial 

organoids [56]. These organoids provide substantial benefits for high-throughput study of cell 

behavior in response to various drugs and metabolites, have very simple scaffold requirements, 

and can be used to successfully model diseases in a controlled setting [60]. However, there are 

some drawbacks towards isolated organoid formation: the lack of an exposed lumen could 

obscure cell behavior effects in drug screening, and it is difficult to expand these organoids into a 

larger, biomimetic structure once individual organoids have been formed.  

 A second approach which can mitigate some of these drawbacks is using a more 

complicated scaffold (similar to those described in Section 1.1.2) to guide epithelial cell growth 

in a monolayer. With physiologically-relevant scaffold structure and composition, this 

monolayer can successfully mimic in vivo levels of tissue complexity on a small scale, ideal for a 

lab-on-a-chip model [60]. Because cells will naturally self-assemble into sophisticated structures 

under the right conditions, this technique excels at recapitulating organ-level function within in 

vitro culture, as structure is tied directly into function, and a native-like structure will experience 

different ECM and mechanotransduction conditions than an embedded organoid will [60]. This 

approach allows for an accessible lumen for drug and metabolite screening, and could feasibly be 

scaled up with multiple layers of different types of tissue (including a mesenchymal layer) [60]. 

The disadvantages of this style of fabrication is a more complex scaffolding procedure, which 

can include the cost of the substrate materials and difficulties constructing the scaffold, as well as 
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the necessity for controlled chemical gradients of growth factors [60]. Overall, both culture 

methods have advantages and disadvantages for different biomedical applications. For this 

dissertation, monolayer formation was the method chosen for study, as the goal of these 

experiments was comparing in vivo and in vitro cell behavior and monolayers allow for a closer 

comparison between those two groups. 

1.4.2. Scaffolding for in vitro colonic cell culture in the Allbritton lab 

 In the Allbritton lab, type I collagen derived from rat tails has been used as an effective 

scaffold substrate for colonic epithelial cell culture. Typically, these scaffolds can be created 

using one of two design mechanisms: neutral collagen or crosslinked collagen. Neutral collagen, 

which allows for culture of self-renewing colonic cell monolayers, is formed using two precursor 

solutions: lyophilized type I collagen in acetic acid and a basic neutralization buffer for pH 

stabilization. While useful for initial cell behavior studies, this matrix does not easily allow for 

long-term monolayer growth, as the collagen will contract over time once seeded with cells [62]. 

In order to mitigate this contraction, 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) and 

N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) are used as chemical crosslinking agents to increase matrix 

mechanical properties [63]. In vivo crosslinking is accomplished via enzymatic reactions for both 

covalent and non-covalent bonding; the lack of enzymatic presence during scaffold synthesis in 

vitro prevents this and is replaced with the EDC-NHS crosslinking, a common carboxyl-amine 

binding mechanism [64]. Homogeneous crosslinking is accomplished by adding EDC-NHS 

precursors in the whole gelation process, while gradient crosslinking uses a Transwell system to 

create a basal-sourced, EDC-NHS gradient across a type I collagen gel.  

 The cells used for culture in this protocol are primary murine and human colonic 

epithelial cells, collected directly from crypt tissue samples and seeded onto a hydrogel scaffold. 
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Colonic cells can be cultured with 4 distinct growth pathways depending on the scaffold 

composition: patchy monolayer formation, full monolayer formation, organoid formation, and 

3D crypt formation. Simple neutral collagen allows for patchy monolayer formation at 1 mg/mL 

collagen concentration in the scaffold. However, it was found that at lower concentrations 

(typically starting around 0.5 mg/mL) organoid formation can occur, possibly due to decreased 

stiffness and/or binding site concentration [59]. Crosslinked type I collagen can be used to 

produce full monolayers, which grow to confluency across the culture substrate due to the 

substrate’s resistance against contraction. This can be full crosslinking or partial crosslinking, 

depending on the experimental requirements [59]. Primary organoid formation can be 

accomplished by culturing within Matrigel © patties, which consist primarily of type IV collagen 

(a non-fibrillar collagen) and other ECM proteins [53]. Finally, by using a polymeric stamp to 

shape crosslinked collagen into cylinders roughly the size and shape of intestinal crypts, in 

addition to introducing chemical gradients to drive polarization (similar to in vivo conditions), 

seeded colonic cells have been successfully grown as an in vitro crypt model with natural 

polarization between stem cells at the base of the crypt and differentiated cells closer to the 

epithelial lumen [21]. These varied culture techniques allow for varied experimental approaches 

to drug screening, metabolite secretion and collection, and cell behavior analysis.  

1.5.      Scope of this dissertation 

 The primary focus of this work was two-fold: analyzing the material and chemical 

properties of in vitro colonic mucus, and analyzing the effects of scaffold microcurvature on 

intestinal cell behavior in vitro. Both aspects of this dissertation are rooted in materials science, 

highlighting the connection between material properties and biological function. Chapter 2 

describes the rheological and biochemical properties of both in vitro and ex vivo colonic mucus, 
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highlighting their similarities and differences. Chapter 3 highlights the experimental and 

modeled diffusion of an organosilane inside of a controlled chamber for the purpose of gradient 

surface alteration for tissue engineering purposes. Chapter 4 uses this gradient diffusion of silane 

to alter the microcurvature of PDMS pillar stamps, which were then used to create collagen 

scaffolds for in vitro crypt synthesis and analyze the effects of microcurvature on epithelial cell 

behavior.  
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1.6.   Figures

 

Figure 1.1. Diagram of intestinal crypt and mucus structure. The intestinal crypt, 

approximately 400 µm in humans, displays natural polarization between stem cells and 

differentiated cells moving from the base to the lumen of the epithelium. Within the crypt and 

against the epithelial layer is a tightly packed inner mucus layer, created by goblet cells, which 

transitions into a more loosely-packed outer layer of mucus containing bacteria and cell/fecal 

debris. 
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CHAPTER 2: IN VITRO GUT MUCUS COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS USING AN 

AIR-LIQUID INTERFACE 

2.1. Introduction and background 

2.1.1. The roles and structure of mucus in the GI tract 

The mucosal layer of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract is the luminal facing side of the tissue, 

primarily composed of the epithelial layer of cells on top of a loose layer of connective tissue 

called the lamina propria [1]. One of the primary functions of the epithelial layer is the 

production of mucus, which plays a major role in protection from pathogens, cell signaling, and 

in lubrication for waste removal within the GI tract [1]. Mucus is structured as a large-structure 

natural polymer whose primary polymeric components are large glycoprotein complexes called 

mucins, while also containing various inorganic salts, enzymes and other glycoproteins [2]. 

Mucus is primarily produced by goblet cells within the digestive system, as well as in the 

mucosal membranes and submucosal glands in the reproductive and respiratory systems, with 

various types of mucus being primarily produced in different systems (e.g. MUC5B in the lungs, 

MUC2 in the large intestine, etc.) [3, 4, 5]. Mucins typically consist of nearly 80% 

carbohydrates, bonded to a protein backbone which exhibits high levels of proline, threonine, 

and serine organized into segments called PTS sequences [6]. The length and variation in 

repetition of these PTS sequences determines the structure and function of these mucus 

complexes, giving them either transmembrane or gel-forming properties [6]. Transmembrane 

mucins (such as MUC1 and MUC4) have a small C-terminus domain anchored within the cell 
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membrane and extending into the cytoplasm and a larger N-terminus domain bonded outside of 

the cell [7]. These mucins are used to connect to larger gel-forming mucins, attaching the larger 

mucus complexes to the epithelial cell layer and maintaining a contiguous mucus layer [7]. 

Individual types of mucins are determined by the number and organization of their protein 

domains, as well as by the number of individual mucin subdomains found within the monomeric 

structure [6, 8]. Mucus layers are directly exposed to large amounts of bacteria and debris; as 

such, they are regularly replaced by new mucus via natural microfluidic processes such as 

mucociliary clearance via cilia motion in the lungs, or peristaltic fluid flow within the intestine 

[9, 10]. Mucus clearance rates have been observed to be as rapid as 1 h in the gut, indicating the 

importance of maintaining a healthy, continuous layer of mucus for bacterial protection in the GI 

tract [10].  

2.1.2. Mucins and mucus structure in the GI tract 

 The types of mucins and their organization varies along the length of the GI tract. Two 

general types of mucus organization can be observed in this system: a single layer of loose, gel-

like mucus (such as in the small intestine), or a two-layer system with a loosely-packed outer 

layer and a much more compact inner layer up against the epithelial cell wall (such as in the 

stomach or large intestine) [11, 12, 13]. The mouth and esophagus do not maintain a consistent 

mucus layer, though salivary glands do produce mucus (notably MUC5B and MUC7) [14]. The 

two-tiered mucus layer in the stomach is composed primarily of MUC5AC and MUC6 [12]. The 

focus of this project is on the intestines, specifically the two-tiered mucus layer in the large 

intestine. Mucus in the large intestine is primarily based on the monomerically large MUC2, 

which has a weight of ~2.5 MDa in stiff rod-like backbones within covalently-bonded gel 

networks, though MUC5AC is present as well [15]. The inner layer of mucus, measuring 
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approximately 100 µm, is tightly packed in spontaneously-formed flat sheets and is usually 

devoid of bacteria, indicating a lack of porosity towards larger organisms and debris [16]. This 
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layer of mucus is attached to the goblet cells within the epithelial cell wall, and undergoes a 

clearance rate of approximately one hour [10]. At the luminal edge of this inner layer of mucus, 

the mucus complex transitions from tightly packed sheets into a looser, larger polymeric network 

that can be hundreds of microns thick that is held together by cysteine disulfide bonds [17]. The 

exact mechanisms for the transition from inner layer mucus to outer layer mucus are still poorly 

understood, though it is likely driven by proteolytic cleavages [17]. This outer layer is penetrable 

by bacteria, debris, and fecal matter, and undergoes regular clearance due to fecal pressure and 

fluid flow within the colon [17].  

2.1.3. The human intestine and its culture in vitro 

 The large intestine displays a unique native physical structure, hallmarked by the 

presence of ~400 µm cylindrical cavities embedded in the epithelial wall known as intestinal 

crypts. These crypts display a polarization between stem cells at the basal level of the crypt and 

differentiated cells closer to the luminal side of the epithelium [18]. Just above the stem cell 

compartment of the crypt, progenitor cells lead to levels of differentiated cells such as 

enterocytes, enteroendocrine cells, and tuft cells, among others [18]; this natural polarization is 

primarily driven by chemical gradients from the base of the crypt, including Wnt, Rspondin, and 

Noggin, which are partially responsible for driving cell proliferation [36]. Goblet cells can be 

found along the inner ring of these crypts closer to the lumen, and serve as anchor points for the 

inner layer of intestinal mucus in addition to their primary role of mucus production [17]. In 

order to effectively recapitulate native intestinal behavior, it is necessary to replicate the native 

mucus layer in an in vitro tissue engineering capacity, fulfilling the roles of protection, signaling, 

and lubrication found in vivo [19]. Specifically, mucus layer thickness and other physical 

properties such as porosity, elasticity, and viscosity are of particular importance, as in vivo tissue 
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displays a complex balance between microbiota growth in the outer layer of mucus (and their 

generated compounds such as butyrate) and protection from bacterial growth in the inner layer of 

mucus and along the epithelial cell layer [20].  

2.1.4. Current methods of in vitro mucus synthesis and analysis 

 There are fundamental challenges in effectively recapitulating a contiguous mucus layer 

in in vitro tissue culture. The complex chemical composition of native mucus is very difficult to 

replicate, as the entire mucus layer is composed of a complex combination of mucins, lipids, and 

other proteins [19]. Also, the entire group of metabolic factors responsible for instigating mucus 

secretion is not fully understood, which limits researchers’ ability to replicate with in vitro media 

conditions. For example, vasointestinal peptide (VIP) has been demonstrated to stimulate goblet 

cell growth and mucus production in the gut, but is not commonly included in cell culture media 

[21]. It has also been demonstrated that exposure of the mucus layer to various bacteria and 

pathogens in vivo can cause significant alterations in the observed mucus layer, which is difficult 

to replicate in more sterile in vitro tissue culture conditions without significant loss in cell 

viability [19]. Finally, with typical cell culture techniques, the epithelial cell layer is submerged 

and regularly washed with fresh media, making it difficult for a continuous mucus layer to be 

developed and maintained across the surface of the cells due to regular convective mixing [22, 

23]. In order to combat these shortcomings, inspiration was drawn from mucus production in 

respiratory cell culture on an air-liquid interface (ALI) with basal media access by the epithelial 

layer [24]. By growing cells on a microporous membrane with media in a basal reservoir beneath 

the cells and an exposed lumen, it was hypothesized that mucus secretion could be stimulated 

with the addition of VIP and media containing differentiation factors. Using this system, it was 

thought that the lack of convective mixing on the lumen would allow this mucus layer to grow 
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and be maintained for multiple days of culture [23, 24]. While this method does have some 

shortcomings, namely the lack of biomimetic microstructure (monolayer vs. crypts) and the lack 

of regular peristaltic fluid flow, it has been demonstrated previously that this ALI culture method 

allows for the creation of a measurable mucus layer after 2-3 days of culture [24]. While this 

mucus layer is useful for conducting assays, it is first necessary to understand whether the mucus 

produced by the ALI gut culture is biochemically and rheologically similar to that of native gut 

mucus. Significant differences in porosity, viscosity, composition, and structure could all cause 

major downstream effects on cell behavior, specifically in response to pathogen exposure [24]. 

This project was aimed to validate this ALI model system, analyzing the rheological and 

biochemical differences between ALI in vitro mucus and harvested native gut mucus.  

2.2. Materials and methods 

2.2.1. Air-liquid interface culture of intestinal epithelial cells 

 Cells derived from human transverse colon samples were cultured and expanded as 

described in previous publications [20, 25]. Cells were acquired from colonoscopies at the 

University of North Carolina's Hospital Meadowmont Endoscopy Center with informed consent 

of the patient (under the approved University of North Carolina Institutional Review Board #14-

2013), and were collected from 3 separate donors (2 male, 1 female). All experiments in this 

study were conducted using cells between passage 5 and 10 (P5 and P10). Cells demonstrated a 

normal karyotype through P11 [25]. A solution of 1% Matrigel in cold 1X phosphate-buffered 

saline (PBS) was prepared. 1 mL each of this solution was placed in the top compartment of 12-

well polyurethane Transwell inserts with 0.4 µm pores (#3460; Corning, Corning, NY). After 

insertion, these Transwells were incubated for 24 h at 37°C, then rinsed twice with sterile 1X 

PBS. Transverse cells were then plated in these Transwell inserts in Sato’s expansion media, 
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described in previous publications [20, 25, 26]. 1 mL of Sato’s media containing cells was placed 

in the top compartment of each Transwell, and 2 mL of Sato’s media with no cells was placed in 

the bottom compartment underneath each Transwell. Media was changed at 3 days. At 5 days, a 

solution of differentiation media (DM, described previously [20, 25]) with 330 ng/mL 

vasointestinal peptide (VIP; #AS-22872; AnaSpec, Fremont, CA) was prepared. 0.5 mL of this 

media was added to the basal compartment beneath each Transwell every 24 h. This left the 

apical surface of the cells exposed as an air-liquid interface. Cells were cultured for 2-7 days in 

these conditions, with samples collected from each day and stored separately. For mucus 

collection, a positive pressure pipette was used to collect and store the viscous mucus samples.   

2.2.2. Mucus harvest from ex vivo surgical resections of intestinal tissue 

 Ex vivo surgical resections from human GI tract biopsies were received in Roswell Park 

Memorial Institute (RPMI) 1640 growth medium from the Shehzad Sheikh lab. These samples 

were acquired from colonoscopies at the University of North Carolina's Hospital with informed 

consent of the patient (under the approved University of North Carolina Institutional Review 

Board #10-0355). These samples were transported and harvested for mucus within 2 hours of 

reception. All samples were initially massed and their patient code recorded, and placed within a 

p100 petri dish. Initially, a spatula was used to scrape off the visible mucosa layer from the 

epithelial side of the samples, and this scraping was collected in a 15 mL tube. The samples were 

then incubated for 10 min in the petri dish on a rotary platform at 37°C with 1 mL of 1X PBS per 

g of sample. This wash was collected and stored in a separate 15 mL tube. The tissue was then 

incubated in the same conditions (10 min at 37°C with rotation) with 1 mL/g of sample of 1X 

PBS with 10 mM DTT, and the wash was collected. Finally, 1 mL/g of sample of 6 M 

guanidinium hydrochloric acid (GuHCL) was incubated with the sample under the same 
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conditions, and the wash was collected. These samples were then frozen at -20°C until needed 

for analysis.  

2.2.3. Macrorheology for mucus analysis 

 Bulk rheological properties of the mucus samples were measured using cone-and-plate 

oscillational rheometry (20 mm cone, 1° deflection). 40 µL of each sample were loaded onto the 

bottom Peltier plate of a DHR-3 rheometer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE). Next, two 

separate steps of oscillatory shear testing were conducted. First, the linear viscoelastic region 

(LVR) for the storage modulus (G’) and the loss modulus (G”) was determined by applying a 

range of small strains to each sample (0.01-10%) at two frequencies (1 Hz and 5 Hz). Next, a 

frequency sweep of a constant strain magnitude (1%) were applied to the same sample from 0.1 

Hz to 100 Hz, generating a frequency vs. modulus plot for G’, G”, and the complex viscosity 

(ƞ*). Mechanical sweeps were conducted with three separate loads from each sample to account 

for variance.  

2.2.4. Microrheology for mucus analysis via microparticle tracking 

 For rheological properties on the microscale, 30 µL of each mucus sample was aliquoted 

into a separate conical tube. After this, each sample was loaded with 0.5 µL of 1-µm diameter 

fluorescent carboxylated beads (F8823; Thermo Fisher, Fremont, CA) and left for 24 h at 4°C on 

a rotating platform to allow beads to mix into the samples. After this, 5 µL of each sample was 

placed on a glass slide underneath a glass cover slip. Using a Nikon Eclipse TE2000U 

microscope with a 40x air objective, the motion of the beads was recorded at 60 FPS for 30 s. 

The movement of each bead was automatically tracked using a custom Python program, TrackPy 

(https://doi-org.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/10.5281/zenodo.34028). The mean squared displacement 
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(MSD) and complex viscosity (η*) values were calculated for each bead in accordance with 

mathematics described previously, primarily based on the Stokes-Einstein equation [27, 28]. 

2.2.5. Biochemical mucus analysis 

10 µL of the mucus samples were mixed as a 20% solution in 6M GuHCL at 25°C for 20 

min, in order to break down non-covalent bonds and leave behind large mucin protein 

complexes. These samples were then diluted further at a ratio of 1:10 or 1:40 in light scattering 

buffer (pH = 7.0). This solution was then run through a high pressure liquid chromatography 

(HPLC) CL2B column, allowing for weight-based separation of mucins from smaller proteins. 

HPLC and light scattering were performed using the Optilab t-REX refractometer (Wyatt 

Technology, Santa Barbara, CA) and Dawn Heleos II multi-angle laser photometer (Wyatt 

Technology, Santa Barbara, CA). 

2.2.6. Immunohistochemical staining and imaging 

 Mucus samples (both scrapings and apical washings) were pipetted onto positively 

charged microscope slides and allowed to dry at 25°C for 1 h. The samples were then fixed with 

10% neutral buffered formalin (NBF) for 5 min. They were washed with 1X PBS 3 times for 5 

min each in a stationary phase and then blocked with 3% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in 1X 

PBS for 1 h at 25°C. After blocking, the 3% BSA solution was replaced with a primary 

antibody/lectin solution of either MUC2 BD (Mouse Anti-Human MUC2) and biotinylated 

jacalin, or 45M1 (MUC5AC monoclonal antibody) and biotinylated wheat germ agglutin 

(WGA). All primary antibodies and lectins were diluted 1:1000 in 3% BSA solution. After 

incubating 16 h at 4°C, protected from light and kept moist using wet paper towels in a slide box, 

the samples were washed 3 times with 1X PBS for 5 min each and incubated in secondary 

antibody solution at 25°C for 1 h. The secondary antibody solution was composed of Alexa 
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Fluor 594 donkey anti-mouse IgG (mouse red) and streptavidin Alexa Fluor 488 conjugate 

(streptavidin green), diluted 1:1000 in 3% BSA solution and used as secondary antibodies. After 

1 hour, the secondary antibody solution was replaced with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole 

(DAPI) diluted 1:1000 in 1X PBS for 5 min at 25°C. The samples were then washed with 1X 

PBS 3 times for 5 min each, aspirated, and the slides were mounted using FluorSave mounting 

oil and 24X50-1.5 coverslips and sealed with clear nail polish. The samples were imaged using 

the Olympus VS120 virtual microscope (slide scanner) and the Olympus FluoView FV1000 

(confocal) microscope. For quantification, MATLAB R2019b (Mathworks, Natick, MA) was 

used to outline individual mucus complexes using pixel thresholding and calculate their size.  

2.2.7. Weight percent solids measurements 

 50-100 µL of mucus was aliquoted on a pre-weighted foil square and the combined mass 

of the mucus sample and foil square was measured. The sample and foil were incubated for 16 h 

at 80°C. The final mass of the sample and foil were measured, allowing for calculation of the 

percent solids remaining after liquid evaporation.  

2.2.8. Transepithelial electrical resistance measurements 

 Using the cell culture technique described in Section 2.2.1, 3 Transwell inserts were 

cultured to confluence and then cultured under the ALI for 5 days of mucus accumulation. The 

apical and basal reservoirs of these inserts were washed 2 times with 1X PBS. Additionally, a 

Transwell insert without any cells was washed 2 times with 1X PBS. Following this, the 

transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) of each insert was measured using a Millicell ERS-2 

Voltohmmeter (Millipore, Burlington, MA). This measurement was conducted 3 times per well, 

with the probe placed at different locations within each well for each measurement.  
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2.2.9. pH measurement of apical and basal reservoirs of Transwell inserts 

 Using the cell culture technique described in Section 2.2.1, 9 Transwell inserts were 

cultured to confluence and then cultured under the ALI for 5 days of mucus accumulation. 

Following this, a Mettler Toledo S220 SevenCompact Benchtop pH/ISE Meter (Mettler-Toledo, 

LLC; Columbus, OH) was calibrated between pH 7 and pH 10. These Transwells were then 

tested for pH at 25°C in the basal reservoir, then in the apical reservoir, within a period of 3 min. 

To control for temperature-dependent changes in pH, the pH of the basal reservoir was tested 

again directly after testing of the apical reservoir.   

2.2.10. Statistics 

In order to determine statistical significance, two-tailed, two-mean t tests were conducted 

using the mean and standard deviation of each variable of interest and comparing between in 

vitro and ex vivo sample data. Statistical significance was defined using 95% confidence 

intervals, with p-values < 0.05. For power law analysis, power law equations were fit to gathered 

data using OriginPro 2020 (OriginLab, Northampton, MA).  

2.3. Results and discussion 

2.3.1. Overview of mucus generation and collection 

 The goal of this project was to establish the effectiveness of ALI culture in generating in 

vitro colonic mucus, and comparing the properties (rheological and biochemical) of that mucus 

to native colonic mucus. Using the techniques described in Section 2.2.1, a mucus layer was 

created and collected using an in vitro colonic epithelial monolayer (Fig 1). Cells were initially 

seeded and grown to confluence on a 12-well Transwell insert coated with a thin layer of 

Matrigel, using Sato’s expansion media. After reaching confluence, basal media was replaced 

with differentiation media containing VIP and apical media was removed entirely, creating an 
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air-liquid interface (ALI) for the cell monolayer. During the 2-7 days of culture, mucus was 

secreted and accumulated on the apical surface of the monolayer where it could be collected and 

analyzed.  

2.3.2. Establishing the effectiveness of an ALI interface for culture confluence and 

metabolite secretion 

 

 The initial steps of this project were to establish that a continuous monolayer of colonic 

cells could be formed, and that this monolayer could create a measurable level of mucus over 

time. It was hypothesized that a continuous monolayer would have a notably higher 

transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) than a normal Transwell insert would. For example, 

in the CaCo-2 human colon cell line, TEER values between 150-400 Ω.cm2 have been reported 

[30]. For this in vitro system, 3 wells cultured for 10 total days (5 days of expansion, 5 days of 

mucus secretion) were prepared for TEER measurements as described in Section 2.2.8. A blank 

Transwell, containing no cells, was also prepared as a control. After this, the TEER of each of 

these wells was measured and compared to establish if the ALI system generated a contiguous 

monolayer (Fig 2a). It was found that each of the cell-containing wells offered a statistically 

significantly higher resistance than the blank well, as the blank well had a TEER of 144 Ω.cm2 

and the cell-containing wells showed resistances of 364-422 Ω.cm2. This provided evidence that 

this in vitro system was capable of generating a contiguous monolayer of colonic epithelial cells.  

 The second hypothesis for the proof-of-concept experiments in this project was that, if a 

monolayer were given more days of culture in the ALI, then it would accumulate a measurably 

higher amount of mucus (and likely other metabolites and proteins). This would translate to a 

higher percentage of solids in the fluid collected from the apical reservoir of the Transwell in 

these cultures, as measured in Section 2.2.7. Cells were grown to confluence on Transwell 
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inserts, and then allowed to accumulate mucus under the ALI-VIP culture for a period of 2-7 

days. On each of these days, mucus from wells were harvested, and the % solids in the apical 

collection was measured (Fig 2b). Donors of both genders and ranging from age 12 to 65 were 

used. When harvested, as much mucus as possible was collected from the well and then the 

culture was discarded; no well was harvested on multiple days. It was found that the weight 

percent of solids increased directly as the number of days of accumulation was increased, 

demonstrating higher % solids at 7 days of accumulation (2.4±0.3%) than at 2 days of collection 

(1.3±0.5%). This increased % solids in the collection was statistically significant with 95% 

confidence (p = 0.029). This gives evidence to confirm the initial hypothesis, and suggests that 

more time in the ALI allows the epithelial monolayer to secrete more mucus without previously-

secreted mucus being washed away or destroyed.   

 One interesting (and unexpected) phenomenon was first noticed due to pH-based color 

differences in the apical and basal reservoir media, observed after 4-5 days in the ALI. It was 

expected that media would either leak or be pumped through the cell monolayer into the apical 

reservoir in addition to mucus (and other) secretions, but a significant pH difference was 

unexpected. After 5 days of mucus accumulation in the ALI, the pH of the apical and basal 

reservoirs was measured in 9 Transwells (Fig 2c). The apical reservoir was found to have a 

statistically significantly higher pH compared to the basal reservoir, indicating that the cell 

monolayer was releasing basic compounds. One potential explanation of this phenomenon could 

be for an initial layer of protection for the mucosal layer against gastric acid, as has been 

observed in the literature [30]. This would give further evidence that the cells formed a 

contiguous monolayer, as well as evidence for the secretion of a coherent mucus layer above the 
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cell monolayer. Future studies could be conducted to determine the nature of which ion channels 

were being activated by exposure to the ALI.  

2.3.3. Using oscillational rheometry to measure rheological properties of intestinal mucus 

on the macroscale 

 

 Using the methods described in Section 2.2.3, bulk rheometry was performed on stored 

mucus from both in vitro and ex vivo samples. It was hypothesized that higher weight percent of 

solids would positively correlate with viscoelastic properties in the mucus samples, as more solid 

material in the sample would likely lead to stronger gelation. It was also hypothesized that ex 

vivo samples would display stronger viscoelastic properties than in vitro samples, due to a larger 

amount of cell debris within the ex vivo samples as well as a stronger mucus response in those 

samples after their exposure to intestinal bacteria. First, an amplitude sweep of increasing strain 

rates was conducted at a constant frequency of 1 Hz, as 1 Hz is representative of native in vivo 

intestinal contraction rates [20]. To determine the storage modulus (G’) and the loss modulus 

(G”), the linear viscoelastic region (LVR) was found for each sample. This region represents the 

range of applied stress where a viscoelastic material (like a hydrogel) displays rheological 

properties that are independent of the applied stress, allowing for comparison between samples 

[31]. For this set of experiments, G’ and G” measurements were made at 1% stress were chosen 

for each sample, as this stress value fell within the LVR for both in vitro and ex vivo samples. 

These values were then compared based on the weight percent of solids previously found for 

each mucus sample (Fig 3a,b).  

 The first observation made about the LVR modulus data was that, for all samples, G’ was 

greater than G”. This is important to note, as G’ > G” is an indicator that the material being 

analyzed has undergone gelation, since G’ represents the elastic properties of the material while 
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G” represents the fluid-like properties of the material [20]. To show this relationship, the ratio of 

G’/G” for each data point was also plotted, indicating gelation within the samples (Fig 3c). One 

interesting observation is the independent relationship between weight percent of solids and the 

G’/G” for the in vitro samples. This indicates that gelation of these samples is relatively 

homogenous regardless of mucin concentration in the sample. Another important observation 

was that ex vivo mucus displayed larger G’ and smaller G” values than in vitro samples at similar 

weight percentage of solids. This data is evidence that there is a stronger gel matrix in the ex vivo 

samples, though it could also be explained by the presence of cells and other debris trapped in 

those samples compared to the apical washings from the in vitro mucus samples. Finally, it was 

observed that the in vitro mucus samples displayed a concentration-dependent power law, 

scaling upwards as the weight percent of solids in the sample was increased, with R2 values of 

0.90 and 0.87 for the in vitro G’ and G” trends, respectively. This was expected based on 

examples in the literature of power law scaling below a threshold concentration of mucins/solids 

[28, 32, 33]. The ex vivo samples also displayed a concentration-dependent increase in both G’ 

and G”, but did not display as strong of a power-law correlation, with R2 values of 0.46 and 0.60, 

respectively. This could have a few explanations, potentially including the smaller number of 

samples compared to the in vitro samples, more heterogeneity in the structure of the ex vivo 

samples, and a smaller range of weight-percent solids in these samples (1.4-2% for ex vivo; 0.8-

3.3% for in vitro).  

 The viscoelastic moduli of a hydrogel can be expressed as one frequency-dependent 

variable, the complex viscosity ƞ*, via the equation [34] 

ƞ∗(𝜔) =
(𝐺′2 + 𝐺"2)1/2

𝜔
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Typically, a frequency sweep is used to find ƞ* at a representative frequency for comparison 

between samples. For this set of experiments, 1 Hz was again chosen for its physiological 

relevance to intestinal contraction [20], and the complex viscosities of both in vitro and ex vivo 

samples were plotted against their weight percentage of solids (Fig 3d). Very similar trends were 

found when using ƞ* as were found by comparing G’ and G” for both types of samples. The in 

vitro samples displayed a very strong concentration-dependent power-law correlation (R2 = 0.94) 

while the ex vivo samples displayed a much more modest correlation (R2 = 0.53), and the ex vivo 

samples displayed stronger mechanical properties than in vitro samples of comparative weight 

percentage of solids.  

2.3.4. Microbead tracking to measure rheological properties of intestinal mucus on the 

microscale 

 

 While macrorheology provides measurements on the bulk mechanical properties of a 

hydrogel, it is ill-suited to provide accurate information on the heterogeneity of a sample. Mucus, 

as a natural polymeric network filled with and cellular and fecal debris, will inherently exhibit 

irregular structure. It is important to identify the levels of heterogeneity in both in vitro and 

native mucus, as a loosely-packed, mostly homogeneous mucus layer will behave differently in 

epithelial protection and bacterial diffusion than a heterogeneous, clumpy mucus layer will. 

Additionally, analyzing rheological properties on the microscale can minimize the effects of cells 

and other large debris on the resulting measurements. Microrheology can be accomplished by 

measuring the movement of small objects through a hydrogel or fluid. In this project, 1-µm 

diameter carboxylated beads (as described in Section 2.2.4) were used. Specifically, thermal 

motion of small objects can be converted into rheological measurements by means of the Stokes-

Einstein law of diffusion [38]. Briefly, by assuming that small particles behave similarly to 
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gaseous molecules in solution, the mean square displacement (MSD) of a particle in solution can 

be converted into the diffusion coefficient (DT) of the particle in that solution via the equation 

[36] 

𝑀𝑆𝐷(𝑡) = 4𝐷𝑇𝑡 

This follows that, if a particle’s MSD is tracked and measured over a known period of time (in 

this set of experiments, 30 s), the DT of the sample can then be calculated from that bead. 

Moving further, the Stokes-Einstein law allows that the viscosity ƞ* of a sample can be 

calculated from DT based on the equation [36] 

      𝐷𝑇 =
𝑘𝑏𝑇

3𝜋ƞ∗𝑑
  

Where kb is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, and d is the diameter of the particle being 

used. It should be noted that ƞ* in this equation is frequency dependent when measured in 

viscoelastic fluids, and can derived by applying a Fourier transform to the measured shear 

modulus [37]. By tracking the MSD of many particles in the same sample, an average ƞ* can be 

found for that sample; additionally, by comparing the MSD of each individual particle within a 

sample, the range of values can be expressed and the heterogeneity of the sample can be 

assessed.  

 For these experiments, fluorescent beads were mixed and tracked for MSD in both in 

vitro and ex vivo mucus samples as described in Section 2.2.4 (Fig 4). First, it was expected that 

beads would move more freely within samples that had lower weight percentage of solids, as 

there would be less protein matrixes to block random motion of the particles. To demonstrate 

this, beads were placed in in vitro mucus samples of ~1% solids and ~3% solids and 

representative maps of the particle motion were generated (Fig 4a). It can be observed that the 

representative bead in the 1% solid sample had more random Brownian motion than the bead 
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from the 3% sample, giving evidence in support of the initial hypothesis as a proof of concept. 

Moving from this into comparison between in vitro and ex vivo samples, multiple samples for 

each type within the 1.4-2.0% solids range were loaded with beads and tracked for MSD (Fig 4b-

d). Firstly, the average viscosity for each sample indicated that the ex vivo samples had a higher 

microviscosity than the in vitro samples, and that both examples were significantly more viscous 

than water (which displays a complex viscosity of ~10-3). Narrowing down the range to 

physiological relevance it was found that, at 1 Hz (or 2π rad/s), the complex viscosity of the ex 

vivo samples was .42±.59 Pa*s and the viscosity of the in vitro samples at that frequency was 

.02±.20 Pa*s. While not statistically significant (p = 0.169), this trend would indicate that the ex 

vivo samples have a stiffer underlying matrix than their in vitro counterpoints, which would give 

evidence that the mucus being synthesized with the ALI culture is not entirely reflective of 

native mucus. It should also be noted that the high variance in MSD in the ex vivo samples hold 

with the hypothesis that these native mucus samples form more heterogeneous complexes.  

 By looking at the distribution of the measured MSDs within each type of sample, an 

explanation for these rheological trends can be found. Both samples exhibited two distinct MSD 

peaks when looking at a histogram distribution of the MSD of individual tracked beads (Fig 4c). 

The first peak occurs at approximately 10-3 Pa*s, indicating the presence of water or mucus 

networkss with large pore size within the sample. The high amplitude and narrowness of these 

peaks is in keeping with the low percentage of solids within the samples, with the in vitro 

samples displaying a higher overall percentage of beads in water (even with a smaller number of 

total beads) of 55% compared to 29% of beads in water in the ex vivo samples. The second 

peaks, found in the 10-1-10-2 Pa*s range, are likely indicative of beads within mucus in the 

sample. Looking at just these peaks, the ex vivo samples displayed an average viscosity of 
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.28±.61 Pa*s, while the in vitro samples had an average viscosity of .34±.16 at 1 Hz. These 

values, which are not statistically significantly different in either direction (p = 0.85), indicate 

that the mucus components of the samples likely display similar microrheological properties. 

Delving further into this, the complex viscosity of the beads within these mucus peaks was 

tracked over a range of angular frequencies (Fig 4d). These observed trends indicate much more 

similar microrheology between the sample types, giving evidence that the ex vivo samples 

display more heterogeneous mucus complexes, whereas the in vivo samples indicate a more 

diffuse mucus layer with a lower degree of heterogeneity. These observations show that, while 

the mucus may form different types of complexes between ex vivo and in vitro samples, they 

display similar rheological properties on the microscale and that the in vitro mucus does have 

some physiological relevance.  

2.3.5. Measuring biochemical properties of gut mucus via light scattering 

 One important aspect of this study was determining whether or not the ALI-generated in 

vitro mucus formed complexes with similar mucin concentrations and structure to ex vivo 

samples, as different mucus complexes and mucin types would lead to different sample 

responses downstream during biotechnology applications (such as drug screening). These 

properties could be found by using multi-angle laser light scattering (MALLS), as described in 

Section 2.2.5, with the mucus samples forced into solution using GuHCL. GuHCL was used to 

break all non-covalent bonds in the sample, allowing for analysis of primarily proteins and 

excluding other non-covalent debris. By detecting the scattering angle and intensity of a laser-

illuminated mucus sample, biochemical properties such as molecular weight, total sample mass, 

and radius of gyration can be determined [38]. In order to allow for comparison, both ex vivo and 
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in vitro samples within the 1.4-2.0% range of weight percentage of solids were analyzed, and 

their average molar mass, total mass of mucins, and radius of gyration was found (Fig 5).  

 The largest difference between the ex vivo and in vitro samples was found with the 

average molar mass of the analyzed mucus complexes. Ex vivo samples exhibited a statistically 

significantly higher (p <<< 0.001) molar mass of 2.6e3±8.1e2 MDa compared to the in vitro 

molar mass of 6.9e2±4.6e2 MDa. This ~4-fold increase in molar mass would indicate much 

larger mucin complexes from native tissue, while the smaller molar mass for in vitro samples 

indicates a much looser, more diffuse layer of mucus. This result is supported by the average 

radii of gyration found for the two samples, as the ex vivo samples displayed a statistically larger 

radius of gyration compared to the in vitro samples (p = 0.018). This result could potentially be 

caused by the presence of additional debris in the ex vivo samples (like cells), allowing for 

mucus nucleation rather than primarily mucus complex bonding. This theory would be supported 

by the statistically larger final mass of covalently-bonded complexes in the ex vivo samples 

compared to in vivo (p = 0.013), though that could also indicate an overall larger production level 

of mucus with native tissue compared to the in vitro monolayer. It could also be explained as the 

synthesis of the two distinctly different mucus layers, inner and outer, described in Section 2.1.3, 

with ex vivo samples containing primarily the more compact inner layer, and the in vitro samples 

creating the more diffuse outer layer [18]. This result could also be explained by the presence of 

covalent bonds; while 8 M GuHCL should theoretically break any non-covalent bonds and drive 

those components into solution, it is possible that some additional bonds were not broken within 

the ex vivo complexes. This theory could be tested in the future using a stronger dilution liquid, 

or by running a molecular weight SDS gel electrophoresis gradient to give a clearer look at the 

heterogeneity of molar mass within the samples.  
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2.3.6. Staining and imaging in vitro and ex vivo samples for proteins of interest 

 After rheological and biochemical properties were tested in both samples, it was 

necessary to stain, image, and quantify the differences in mucus complexes via confocal 

microscopy. This step allowed for comparisons between experimental data and the mucus 

phenotype for each sample. Using DAPI as a DNA stain (blue) and anti-MUC2 human antibody 

(red), confocal images of both in vitro and ex vivo mucus were generated (Fig 6). A few initial 

observations can be made on these images. First, there is a smaller presence of DNA in the in 

vitro samples compared to the ex vivo samples, indicating that there are less cells (and thus, less 

nuclear DNA) being collected from the in vitro apical washings. The larger presence of DNA in 

the ex vivo scrapings occurs in larger groupings that are co-localized with mucus, indicating that 

cells are clumping together and that mucus complexes are being formed around these cells. This 

was expected, as the mucus collection method for the ex vivo samples is more likely to disturb 

the epithelial cell layer than the gentler collection method for in vitro mucus. The mucus staining 

provides evidence in support of the biochemical results found in Section 2.3.5, showing that ex 

vivo mucus tends to form larger complexes compared to the looser in vitro mucus structure. In 

combination with DNA staining, these larger complexes could be caused directly by the higher 

presence of cells in the ex vivo samples.  

 Once stained, it was necessary to quantify the differences in mucus complex size and 

coverage between the two sample types. Using MATLAB, the outline of each individual mucus 

complex (regardless of size) in each image was found (Fig 7a-b). These images were then used 

to calculate the average size of a mucus complex (Fig 7c) and the overall surface coverage of 

mucus (Fig 7d) for each sample type. While neither measurement yielded statistically significant 

results (likely due to sample size concerns), the overall trends measured were consistent with 
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other data found in this study. Ex vivo samples displayed a higher average complex size and 

higher overall surface coverage that in vitro samples. This indicates that the ex vivo samples form 

larger gel matrixes and that more mucus is present in the ex vivo samples. Also, the high 

variability in average complex size in the ex vivo samples is consistent with the hypothesis that 

mucus in those samples is more heterogeneous than the diffuse mucus layer in in vitro samples. 

Overall, these results provide evidence that the mucus formed from ALI in vitro culture is of 

similar composition but different structure than harvested native mucus.  

2.4. Conclusions and acknowledgments 

 In summary, data reported in this study demonstrated that an air-liquid interface culture 

of colonic epithelial cells is capable of generating a continuous mucus layer that coats the 

epithelial layer. These conditions provided a contiguous monolayer of cells, measurable based on 

the transepithelial electrical resistance across the cell layer. Reasonable evidence was also found 

that these monolayers experienced some form of ion pumping based on pH differences between 

the apical and basal reservoirs of the porous insert used to culture the monolayers. After 

exposure to the ALI, the mucus layer was collected and measured for the weight percentage of 

solids within the sample; a positive correlation between days of mucus accumulation and % 

solids within the sample was found. This correlation indicates that additional mucus was 

generated with extra days of culture under the ALI.  

 The mucus from these in vitro tissue cultures was collected at 24 hour intervals for 2-7 

days of exposure to the ALI. In addition, ex vivo mucus was directly collected from the mucosa 

of native transverse colon tissue. These samples were tested via oscillational rheometry and 

bead-tracking microrheology to determine their biomechanical properties on both the macro- and 

microscale. On the macroscale, ex vivo mucus displayed slightly stronger mechanical properties 
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than in vitro mucus, with trends of larger storage moduli and complex viscosity to go with a 

trend of lower loss moduli. Additionally, in vitro mucus displayed a measurable power law 

correlation between the percentage of solids in the sample and their measured rheological 

properties. On the microscale, however, there was not a significant difference in rheological 

properties between the ex vivo and in vitro samples when measurements were isolated to beads 

embedded within the mucus complexes of the sample. It was noted that the ex vivo samples 

displayed a larger amount of heterogeneity in rheological properties, indicating that there was 

more mucus clumping in these samples compared to the looser mucus network found in in vitro 

samples. When the biochemical properties of these samples were measured and compared, this 

hypothesis was supported as ex vivo samples displayed a higher overall molar mass and radius of 

gyration in their mucus complexes. Staining results provided more evidence in support of this 

hypothesis, showing larger overall mucus concentration and complex size in ex vivo samples 

compared to in vitro samples.  

 The author would like to thank Yuli Wang for assistance and training in ALI culture and 

mucus collection, and thank Scott Magness for providing human colonic epithelial tissue. The 

author would also thank Matthew Schaner for assistance in native tissue collection. The author 

also thanks Matthew Markovetz, Lawrence Bacudio, and William Kissner for assistance in 

rheological measurements. Finally, the author thanks NSF GRFP Grant # 2016212411 and NIH 

DK109559 for funding.   
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2.5. Figures 

 

Figure 2.1. Schematic of ALI culture of colonic cells and mucus collection. A schematic of 

the air-liquid interface culture of colonic cells (green) for mucus formation. a) Cells are seeded 

on a microporous insert, with expansion media (orange) in both the apical and basal reservoirs. 

b) Cells are grown into a confluent monolayer over the course of 3-5 days. Expansion media is 

aspirated and replaced in both reservoirs every 2-3 days until confluence is reached. c) After 

confluence is achieved, both the apical and basal media are aspirated. Differentiation media (red) 

containing vasointestinal peptide (VIP) is placed in the basal reservoir underneath the 

microporous insert. No media is added to the apical reservoir (ALI culture). This allows for the 

formation of a hydrated continuous mucus layer (yellow) on the surface of the epithelial cell 

layer. Differentiation media is replaced daily. d) After 2-7 days of culture under ALI conditions, 

the mucus layer can be collected via a positive displacement pipette.  
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Figure 2.2. Establishing the effectiveness of ALI colonic culture and mucus accumulation 

over time. a) Transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) was measured across 3 confluent 

layers of colonic epithelial cells, cultured on microporous inserts. Additionally, a microporous 

insert with no cells (submerged in PBS) was measured as a control. b) Confluent colonic 

epithelial cell layers were cultured under ALI-VIP conditions on microporous inserts for 2-7 

days, allowing for the accumulation of a connected mucus layer. The mucus was collected from 
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3 inserts for each day between 2-7 days, and the harvested inserts were discarded after mucus 

collection. After this, 50 µL of each sample was measured for weight percentage of solids as 

described in Section 2.2.7. c) The pH of the apical and basal reservoirs of 9 wells were measured 

for monolayers that had been grown to confluence and then cultured under ALI-VIP conditions 

for 5 days, allowing for the formation of a mucus layer and for the pumping of media/ions across 

the cell monolayer.  
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Figure 2.3. Measuring bulk rheology of mucus samples via oscillational rheometry. In vitro 

mucus samples grown from 3 separate transverse colon donors were collected from 2-7 days for 

each sample. Similarly, ex vivo mucus samples were collected from 5 separate samples of 

surgical resection tissue from non-inflamed transverse colons. These samples were measured in 

40 µL aliquots using oscillational rheometry, generating scatter plots with the connection 

between weight percentage of solids and storage modulus (a) and loss modulus (b). To show 

gelation, which is indicated when G’ > G”, G’/G” was also plotted for each sample (c). Then the 

complex viscosity at 1 Hz was calculated and plotted for each sample vs. their weight percentage 

of solids (d). Power laws are plotted for both in vitro and ex vivo data for (a), (b), and (d).  
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Figure 2.4. Measuring microrheology of mucus samples via microbead tracking. Collected 

mucus samples from both in vitro and ex vivo donors were tested for weight percentage of solids, 

and samples within the range of 1.4-2.0% solids were separated into 40 µL aliquots. These 

aliquots were loaded with fluorescent beads, and the movement of these beads was tracked for 30 

s, with 30 iterations per sample. a) Representative trajectories of individual beads from in vitro 

samples of 1% solids and 3% solids were tracked and plotted in the xy-plane. b) The average 

MSD of all beads in the in vitro and ex vivo samples was calculated and converted into a 

frequency-dependent range of complex viscosities. c) The log of the complex viscosity at 1 Hz of 

each individual bead in each set of samples was calculated, and these values were plotted based 

on their frequency of occurrence. These histograms displayed two distinct peaks, one close to the 

viscosity of water, and the other presumably representing beads stuck in mucus complexes.       
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d) The frequency-dependent range of complex viscosities was calculated and plotted only for 

beads embedded in a mucus complex.  
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Figure 2.5. Measuring biochemical properties of mucus samples via HPLC and light 

scattering. Samples of ex vivo and in vitro mucus with 1.4-2.0% solids were diluted in 

guanidinium hydrochloric acid and light scattering buffer. These samples were then separated by 

high-pressure liquid chromatography and proteins were detected by multi-angle light scattering, 

generating average values of molar mass (a), total mass of mucins in the sample (b), and radius 

of gyration (c).  
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Figure 2.6. Staining for DNA and MUC2 in in vitro and ex vivo samples. Confocal 

microscopy images were taken of in vitro apical washings and ex vivo mucosal scrapings after 

staining with DAPI for DNA (blue) and MUC2 antibody for the MUC2 mucin (red). Scale bar in 

all images is 50 µm.  
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Figure 2.7. Quantifying the complex size and surface coverage of mucus samples based on 

source. Using stained images of mucus complexes from both in vitro and ex vivo samples, the 

outlines of individual mucus complexes were found and isolated from the image background. 

Representative images of this result are shown for both in vitro (a) and ex vivo (b) examples. The 

mean size of these complexes in pixels were calculated (c), and the average surface coverage of 

mucus over the entire image relative to the background size was also calculated (d). Scale bar for 

all images is 50 µm. 
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CHAPTER 3: CONTROLLING SILANE DIFFUSION FOR GRADIENT 

APPLICATION OF SURFACE PROPERTIES IN BIOTECHNOLOGY 

 

3.1. Introduction and background 

3.1.1. Rationale for using surface property gradients in biotechnology 

 In order to properly mimic in vivo biological applications in in vitro cell culture, one 

major roadblock is recapitulating the wide range of physical microstructures that occur in native 

tissue [1]. Biological tissue growth is partially guided by localized mechanotransduction, which 

is fundamentally tied to localized microcurvature in the cell microenvironment [1]. Because 

tissues display variations in microcurvature and topology even within a tissue type, it is therefore 

necessary to be able to also replicate those variations with in vitro culture [2, 3]. One particular 

method of accomplishing microcurvature variation is by creating a gradient of a material 

structure/property on a cell scaffold and measuring cell behavior to compare with native tissue 

[1]. This allows for proper microstructures to be reconstructed in tissue engineering. In this 

project, the overall goal is measuring the effects of microcurvature in the intestinal crypt stem 

cell niche on in vitro tissue behavior. In order to accomplish this, it is necessary to generate a 

gradient of crypt microcurvatures and correlate stem cell behavior with the microengineered 

physical environment.  

3.1.2. Current technologies for generating gradients of surface properties 
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 Primarily, there are two general strategies used to apply gradients of properties on (or in) 

a material: passive and active. Passive strategies tend to refer to diffusion-based gradients, where 

molecules diffuse based on thermal motion to expand into areas of low concentration [4]. These

types of gradients have been accomplished in a number of ways. For example, gradients of 

chemical crosslinking within a hydrogel have been accomplished via passive fluid diffusion, 

creating networks with heterogeneous biophysical properties (such as stiffness, porosity, or 

degradation rates) at different locations along the applied gradient [5, 6]. It has also been 

demonstrated that using ECM scaffolds of differing stiffnesses, created via passive diffusion of a 

crosslinker, can have an effect on cell cultures growing into organoids or contiguous monolayers 

in colonic epithelial cells [7]. Generally, passive diffusion is a simple protocol and involves 

little-to-no outside equipment, but it is difficult to control diffusion rates and they can be affected 

by environmental factors (such as porosity and temperature) [8]. In contrast, active creation of 

gradient material properties can be achieved via controlled fluid flow (such as in microfluidics), 

light patterning, compositional control, and other methods [9]. These methods are designed to 

allow tunable changes on (or in) a material rather than relying on thermal motion and entropy to 

drive these changes [9]. As an example, creating gradients of mechanical stiffness via 

microfluidic addition of a crosslinker to a hydrogel has demonstrated that cell growth and 

propagation (specifically for neurites) can be altered and guided by growing them on collagen 

surfaces of progressively higher stiffnesses within the same culture [10]. It has also been 

demonstrated that using ECM scaffolds of differing stiffnesses can have an effect on cell cultures 

growing into organoids or contiguous monolayers in colonic epithelial cells [7]. Outside factors 

can also be applied to create gradients, such as using ultraviolet light sources to crosslink 

photoreactive hydrogels in a gradient along a surface [11]. While active methods can offer a 
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higher degree of control of a specific gradient of properties, they can also require specific, costly 

materials and equipment in order to accomplish, and can take more time than passive methods to 

be accomplished [8].  

Because in vivo tissue displays heterogenous gradients of physical properties [12, 13], it 

is important to be able to replicate those conditions in in vitro tissue-engineered systems. These 

applications of passively-generated physical gradients show that being able to alter the surface 

properties of a scaffold prior to cell culture can have major downstream effects on the behavior 

of in vitro tissue. For a range of surface properties specifically, gradients of application could be 

used to alter the properties of a microfluidic system to make it more suitable for fluid flow and 

cell growth [14, 15]. They could also be used within lithographic synthesis of bioscaffold master 

templates to create gradients of mechanical properties along the surface of a bioscaffold stamp 

[16]. In this project, the focus was placed on passive diffusion for the creation of surface 

property gradients.  

3.1.3. Diffusion mechanics 

 Fluid diffusion is a well-studied phenomenon of molecular movement of compounds 

from areas of high concentration to low concentration. In a fluid, particles move randomly due to 

thermal or Brownian motion, causing them to collide with each other and with the confines of 

their container [4]. These collisions naturally drive a particle from an area of high concentration 

(with many collisions) to an area of low concentration (with less collisions) [4]. This is a passive 

process without any additional energy input, allowing for concentrations of particles to spread 

themselves out evenly over time [4]. Diffusion is a naturally occurring phenomenon in biology, 

with passive diffusion driving metabolites both into and out of cells regularly [17]. Diffusion 
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occurs in liquid or gas form, though it tends to occur more quickly in gases due to higher kinetic 

energy expressed by gaseous particles [17]. Pure solids do not experience noticeable diffusion 

due to the low kinetic energy and rigid structure, but porous solids (such as hydrogels) can 

experience diffusion at slower rates than fluids [17]. Because gaseous diffusion is the most rapid 

form, it can be useful to transition a compound of interest from the liquid phase to the gas phase 

before diffusion. By briefly exposing a small amount of liquid to vacuum, the liquid phase can be 

transitioned into gas phase by decreasing the pressure within the chamber that holds the liquid 

molecules together. Once this occurs, entropy drives the gaseous molecules of the vaporized 

liquid to spread out within the chamber, equilibrating concentration of the compound evenly 

throughout the space [4].  

 A number of factors contribute to the rate at which a liquid vaporizes and diffuses within 

a vacuum: molecular weight of the compound, size of the diffusion area, the strength and 

duration of the vacuum applied, temperature, and the concentration of the compound within the 

chamber [18]. In addition to these factors, the diffusivity of a material, also described as it’s 

diffusion coefficient (D), is an inherent material property which describes how quickly a fluid 

will diffuse. The interaction of these variables together was described by Adolf Fick in the 19th 

century, collated into Fick’s first and second laws of diffusion [19]: 

𝐽 = −𝐷
𝜕𝜑

𝜕𝑥
 

and 

𝜕𝜑

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐷

𝜕2𝜑

𝜕𝑥2
 

In these equations, J is the diffusion flux (or concentration of diffused material per unit area per 

unit time), D is the diffusion coefficient, φ is the concentration of the material, and x and t are 
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the position and time, respectively. These formulas can be used to describe diffusion in fluid 

environments (both liquid and gaseous) under ideal conditions [19]. Assuming a source-sink 

model with an “infinite” (or sufficiently high concentration) source of a compound, and a sink 

area with zero or very little concentration of the same compound, diffusion can create a gradient 

of compound concentration that measurably decreases as it moves from the source into the sink. 

This gradient can have useful biotechnology applications for its downstream surface or material 

property gradient effects.  

3.1.4. Silanes and their uses for biotechnology 

 For this project, a gradient of surface tension was desirable in order to set up the 

development of biomedical lithographic techniques (described in Chapter 4). Silicon-

hydrocarbon compounds known as organosilanes play a number of roles, notably as a surface 

treatment for microfluidic devices in a process known as silanization [20].  Silanization typically 

involves the liquid or vaporous deposition of an organosilane onto a microfluidic surface, 

changing the surface’s properties in a number of potential ways [21]. Organosilanes are 

particularly useful in surface modification of solids because hydroxyl groups (and other 

hydrocarbon groups) can bind strongly and steadily with the silicon atoms within the silane, 

allowing solid monolayers of silane deposition across an appropriate surface [22]. Monolayers 

coated along microsurfaces are desirable for multiple applications in biotechnology for their 

ability to act as attachment sites for ligands of interest, functionalizing a surface for stronger 

ligand specificity [23]. As an example, this is usable for binding nucleotides and DNA to a 

surface coated with an amine-bonded organosilane layer [24]. As another example, silanization 

has been used to mitigate the extreme hydrophobicity of native polydimethysiloxane (PDMS), 

allowing for surface functionalization of the PDMS to increase cell adhesion/viability [25]. 
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Silanization is also usable with natural polymer hydrogels; for example, it has been used to treat 

a hydroxypropyl methylcellulose hydrogel scaffold for chondrocyte differentiation, as well as 

porous chitosan scaffolds for improved degradation rates [26, 27]. In general, silanization has

value in bioengineering because the increased binding affinities of many organosilane 

monolayers allows for increased cell and protein adhesion [27]. 

 Silane deposition can be accomplished in either liquid-phase or vapor-phase. For this 

study, vapor-phase deposition was chosen as the silanization method, as it allowed for a more 

controllable diffusion profile on surfaces of interest [28]. By using multiple chambers under 

vacuum, a source-and-sink model could be constructed to allow for diffusion of an organosilane 

in a measurable, repeatable pattern. This is a desirable outcome, as controlling the concentration 

of organosilane deposition could allow to downstream control of surface modification effects.   

3.2. Materials and methods 

3.2.1. Silane vaporization and diffusion 

 Prior to use, standard glass slides were cleaned with 70% ethanol, deionized water, and 

dried with compressed nitrogen. The slides were then treated with oxygen plasma for 5 min. 

Inside a polycarbonate desiccator (08-642-7; Thermo Fisher, Fremont, CA), a glass side was 

placed with the plasma-treated side facing upwards. Then a secondary, 3D-printed rectangular 

chamber with one side open was taped on top of the glass slide (1mm, 2mm, or 4mm in height; 

30 mm × 30 mm in length/width). The synthesis method for these secondary chambers is 

described in Section 3.2.2. In a petri dish in the center of the desiccator, a volume of (3-

aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) was deposited (either 100 µL or 500 µL; 0.06 mol/m3 and 

0.3 mol/m3). The chamber was placed under a 95 kPa vacuum for 5 min to vaporize the silane, 

then left vacuum sealed for a period of time between 2-24 h to allow for diffusion of the silane 
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into the secondary chamber and across the surface of the glass slide. After diffusion, the slides 

were removed, separated from their secondary chamber, and placed in a foil-covered container to 

await staining.  

3.2.2. 3D printing of secondary diffusion chambers to create gradient silane deposition 

 All secondary diffusion chambers were initially rendered on Solidworks CAD software 

(version 2016). Each chamber was designed to have a rectangular prismatic cavity in its center, 

30 mm × 30 mm in length/width, with variable heights of 1 mm, 2 mm, or 4 mm. The 3D 

printing filament used was polylactic acid (PLA), and the 3D printer used was the Prusa i3 MK3 

(Prusalab; Czechia).  

3.2.3. Staining of silane deposition 

 Solutions of 5 µg/mL of Alexa Fluor 594 NHS Ester in 1X PBS were prepared in foil-

covered tubes (A37572; Thermo Fisher, Fremont, CA). Underneath the foil, each tube was 

covered with polyimide tape (8997; 3M, St Paul, MN) to prevent additional light from 

interacting with the fluorescent solution. Once prepared, 200 µL of this solution was applied to 

the region of the silanized glass slides. These were incubated at 25°C for 45 min, covered from 

light. After staining, excess solution was removed, and the slide was gently washed with 70% 

ethanol to remove any remaining unbonded fluorescent dye.  

3.2.4. Confocal microscopy imaging 

 After staining, the amine-conjugated slides were imaged within 24 h before significant 

hydrolysis of the silane or photobleaching of the fluorophore could occur. The slides were then 

placed on the stage of an Olympus IX83 Research Inverted Microscope and imaged with a 4X air 

objective at constant laser power and voltage. The slides were imaged at 0.5 cm increments, from 

the slice that had been at the opening of the secondary chamber (x=0 cm) to the slice that had 
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been at the back of the chamber (x=3 cm). To control for variability, 5 images were collected at 

each x-region, and 5 randomly selected points within each of these images was measured for 

average fluorescence intensity via ImageJ software. Each of these experimental trials was 

conducted at least 3 times to account for sample-to-sample variability.  

3.2.5. Computational modeling of a silane gradient diffusion profile 

 When analytical solutions were not available, numerical solutions were computed using 

Mathematica (Wolfram, Champaign, IL).  

3.2.6. Statistics 

 To determine statistical significance, groups were compared via two-mean, two-tailed t 

tests with 99% confidence intervals (p < .01). With large sample sizes, groups were assumed to 

be approximately normal distributions.  

3.3. Results and discussion 

3.3.1. Overview of silane vaporization, deposition, and staining 

 Using an oxygen plasma-treated glass slide, a diffusion system for vaporized silane was 

developed in order to create a gradient of silane in a controlled manner, and thus to create a 

gradient of potential surface modification (Fig 1). The glass slide was attached to a secondary 

diffusion chamber within the overall larger chamber, and then an aminosilane was vaporized via 

vacuum exposure within the overall system. This created a gradient of aminosilane across the 

treated glass slide which could be imaged and quantified by incubating the slide with an amine-

binding fluorophore.  

 The addition of a secondary, smaller chamber with only one opening into a vacuum space 

where diffusion is occurring can allow for more controlled diffusion of the vaporized silane. 

Once vaporized and spread within the larger chamber, the concentration of the silane can be 
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considered as a source, and the interior of the secondary chamber can be considered as a sink 

[29]. The silane will start at the opening of the secondary chamber and flow inside the chamber, 

depositing along the surface attached to the bottom of that chamber. Along the chamber length, it 

becomes harder for the silane molecules to diffuse further into the chamber, as the mean free 

path of each silane molecule is small enough that it is probabilistically more difficult for silane to 

reach the back of the chamber [30]. As the time scale is allowed to increase, eventually the 

surface area inside the secondary chamber will reach saturation levels of silane deposition. 

Before this occurs, however, a gradient of silane can be observed along the surface inside the 

secondary chamber, moving from high concentrations of silane near the entrance to lower 

concentrations of silane near the back of the chamber [30]. As discussed, using a silane coating 

can alter the material properties of a surface, and thus having a gradient of this surface coating 

could lead to a gradient in surface properties and the surface’s subsequent applications, 

especially for use in biotechnology [31, 32, 33].  

3.3.2. Confirming silane deposition in vacuo and silane staining without a gradient 

 In order to stain, image, and quantify a gradient of silane deposition, the necessary first 

step was confirming that silane could be coated on a surface and then bound to a fluorescent 

ligand. For this study, APTES was chosen due to an exposed amine group, allowing for an 

amine-specific fluorescent dye to be used to conjugate the silane and provide a quantifiable 

fluorescence signal. Further, other research groups have already shown that surfaces 

functionalized with APTES deposition have been successfully used in cell culture, playing roles 

in modifying cell viability and scaffold mechanical properties [34, 35]. N-hydroxysuccinimidyl 

ester (also known as NHS ester) conjugated with Alexa Fluor 594 was chosen as a fluorescent 
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label for the aminosilane due to its high amine reactivity and specificity [36]. Once the silane and 

fluorophore were chosen, plasma-treated glass slides were silanized and stained at 2 h intervals 

from 2-24 h, as described in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.3, without the addition of a secondary 

diffusion chamber attached to the surface of each slide. These slides were then imaged and

their relative fluorescence measured as described in Section 3.2.4.  

 Once measured, it was observed that the fluorescence of each slide had a direct 

relationship with the amount of time the slide was silanized, displaying higher average 

fluorescent intensities with longer silanization times (Fig 2). At each 2 h interval between 8-20 h, 

there was a statistically significant increase in average fluorescence intensity (and thus silane 

deposition), increasing steadily from 126±10 RFU to 235±5 RFU (Fig 2d). The lack of a 

significant difference between 20-22 h, and then between 22-24 h, could indicate that silane 

deposition was beginning to reach saturation at those times. There were also differences in 

fluorescence standard deviation at increasing silanization times. At short silanization times (2-8 

h), there was a high degree of heterogeneity in the average fluorescence intensity, with standard 

deviations between 10-15 RFU. As silanization time was increased, it was noted that 

heterogeneity of fluorescence generally decreased, measured as low as 4 RFU at 24 h of 

silanization time. In physical terms, this could indicate that longer silanization times allow for a 

more homogeneous coating of silane along the entirety of the treated surface, which follows the 

observed properties of diffusion as time scales increase. Overall, this section of experiments 

demonstrated that the underlying principle of silane deposition and subsequent staining was 

possible on separate glass slides. The next step, based on the need in tissue engineering for high 

throughput screening, was determined to be the formation of a gradient in silane deposition, 

allowing for multiple surface conditions to be tested on one device. 
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3.3.3. Creating a quantifiable gradient of silane diffusion via a secondary chamber 

 To create the desired gradient of aminosilane deposition on a single surface, secondary 

diffusion chambers were constructed (Figure 1) and attached to the treated glass slides as 

described in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 (width of 30 mm; heights of 1 mm, 2 mm, 4 mm; lengths of 

20 mm, 30 mm, 50 mm). With the secondary chamber attached to the glass slide, the plasma-

treated side of the surface was accessable by the vapor-phase silane through the single opening 

on the side of the chamber. This was hypothesized to create a gradient of silane deposition with a 

greater amount of silane deposited at the opening on the secondary chamber relative to that 

deposited deeper into the chamber. On the non-silanized side of each slide, markings were made 

every 0.5 cm from the opening of the chamber to the back of the chamber, denoting locations for 

images (x=0 to x=3.0). For this section of experiments, 100 µL of silane was vaporized within 

the primary diffusion chamber. At 2 h intervals between 2 and 24 h, silane was deposited, 

reacted with the NHS ester fluorophore, and then imaged. The average fluorescence intensity 

was then quantified along the surface of the slide (Fig 3). It was observed that fluorescence 

generally showed a decrease in intensity as x increased from 0 to 3.0 cm, providing evidence for 

the hypothesis that the secondary supported the deposition of a gradient of silane. For all of the 

secondary chamber heights, there was a statistically significant difference in fluorescence 

between the area at x = 0 cm and the area at x = 3.0 cm for every diffusion time. This indicates 

that the amount of silane deposited had not saturated the available binding sites on the slide 

during much of this time span. There was also a general trend of an increase in average 

fluorescence intensity with increasing diffusion time at most time points for each chamber, 
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providing supporting evidence to the findings in Section 3.3.2. It should be noted that there were 

a few instances where this did not hold true, but these instances can likely be explained by 

sample-to-sample variance, as they were not consistently statistically significant.  

 One important and unexpected phenomenon was observed regarding differences in 

gradient formation based on the height of the chamber. It was initially hypothesized that all of 

the chamber heights would display a similar gradient for all time points, as the height of the 

chamber (1 mm – 4 mm) is significantly shorter than the length of the chamber (30 mm), 

meaning that any height-related changes in diffusion along the chamber would be minimal [37]. 

Experimentally, this was not shown to be the case, as fluorescence values at x = 0 cm were 

independent of secondary chamber height, but fluorescence values at x = 3.0 cm were not. 

Fluorescence at x = 3.0 cm was statistically significantly higher with 4 mm chamber height 

instead of both 1 mm and 2 mm chamber heights starting at 6 h of diffusion, and they were 

statistically significantly higher with 2 mm chamber height instead of 1 mm chamber height 

starting at 18 h of diffusion. Potential explanations for this include convection effects occurring 

during the initial vacuum vaporization of the silane driving silane more forcefully through the 

larger openings, though this was thought to be unlikely as the vacuum vaporization step was a 

much shorter time scale (5 min) compared to even the smallest diffusion time scale (2 h) [38]. 

The more likely potential explanation would be depletion of the local concentration of vaporous 

silane in the primary diffusion chamber as silane is deposited in both chambers. The secondary 

chamber height was not expected to affect the gradient of silane deposition assuming an infinite 

yet constant concentration of silane. However, it is possible that vaporized silane was consumed 

over time leading to a decreasing concentration of silane in the chamber itself over time. This 

would then decrease the amount of silane available to diffuse and deposit onto the surface within 
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the secondary diffusion chamber. This theory will be tested and discussed in Section 3.3.5 by 

using a higher source concentration of vapor-phase aminosilane.  

 A few observations were also made about trends in variance for these fluorescence 

measurements. First, it was noted that variance at x = 0 cm was usually smaller than at other 

points along the surface, even at short time scales. This suggests that the opening of the chamber 

had access to the most homogenous concentration of silane compared to the rest of the surface 

inside the secondary chamber. Secondly, it was noted that short time scales tended to display less 

variance in fluorescence at points where x approached 3.0 cm compared to longer time scales. 

Physically, this could likely be explained by the silane not having sufficient time to adequately 

diffuse that far into the secondary chamber, and because the fluorescence was much closer to 0, 

had less opportunity for intensity variance. Overall, this section of experiments displayed that a 

gradient deposition of vapor-phase silane was possible and controllable via diffusion time and 

(unexpectedly) secondary chamber height. The next step was determining the effects of 

secondary chamber length on the deposition, as biotechnology applications would inherently 

require surfaces of different lengths for different purposes.  

3.3.4. Testing the effects of secondary chamber length on silane diffusion gradient 

 Using the same protocols from Sections 3.2.1-3.2.3, secondary diffusion chambers of 

constant width (30 mm) but varying lengths (20 mm, 30 mm, 50 mm) and heights (1 mm, 2 mm, 

4 mm) were synthesized and used for aminosilane gradient deposition with 100 µL of vaporous 

silane for 16 h. After staining, the surfaces were imaged every 0.5 cm along slide within the 

secondary chamber. The fluorescence was then quantified along the length of the slide (Fig 4). It 

was observed that the different chamber heights displayed a height-based discrepancy in silane 

deposition as x increased as was found in Section 3.3.3. It was also observed that, at the same 
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distance from the opening (up to x = 2.0 cm), similar gradient profiles were observed 

independent of chamber length. For each chamber height and length, a statistically significant 

decrease in fluorescence intensity was measured. Beyond those points (as x approached 5.0 cm 

for the longest chamber), a steady decrease in fluorescence intensity was observed, going as low 

as 6 RFU for the 50 mm length chamber and 26 RFU for the 30 mm length chamber. For the 

shortest chamber (20 mm), this fluorescence decreased was not observed as x approached 2.0 

cm. Physically, this indicates that silane had more difficulty penetrating into the longer 

chambers, likely due to insufficient diffusion time to travel deeply into the chamber. 

Experimentally, increasing vapor-phase silane concentration or diffusion time (as was done in 

Section 3.3.3) could potentially be used to control gradients at differing length scales.  

3.3.5. Testing the effects of higher vaporous silane volumes on silane gradient profile  

 The findings in Section 3.3.3 suggested the hypothesis that depletion of silane was having 

effects on the silane gradient formation. For this reason, higher concentrations of vapor-phase 

silane (i.e. a larger volume of liquid silane) were loaded into the primary chamber. In this 

section, 500 µL of silane (instead of the previously used 100 µL) was placed into the primary 

chamber and permitted to diffuse into the secondary diffusion chamber, with constant chamber 

length (30 mm) and varied chamber heights (1 mm, 2 mm, 4 mm) and diffusion times (8, 12, 16 

h). It was hypothesized that using this higher concentration of silane would lead to a gradient of 

silane independent of chamber height by mimicking more closely an infinite source of constant 

concentration of vapor-phase silane. After the surfaces were silanized, labeled with a 

fluorophore, and imaged, evidence was found that supported this hypothesis (Fig 5). Whereas in 

previous sections, a clear difference in diffusion gradient was found based on variable chamber 

height, a similar difference was not observed at this higher concentration of vaporous silane. 
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Statistically significant gradients were observed for all times and all chamber heights in this set 

of experiments. It was observed that overall, 500 µL of vaporous silane generated significantly 

higher intensity values than 100 µL did at x = 0 cm. For 1 mm, 2 mm, and 4 mm chamber 

heights respectively, 500 µL of silane generated base fluorescences at x = 0 cm of 228±16 RFU, 

338±17 RFU, and 405±15 RFU. These values were much higher than the values produced by 

100 µL of silane at 127±10 RFU, 192±6 RFU, and 208±6 RFU for 1 mm, 2 mm, and 4 mm 

chamber heights, respectively. Physically, this indicates that a higher amount of silane was 

available for deposition, and thus more amine groups were available for binding to the amine-

specific fluorophore. Finally, it was observed that variance in fluorescence intensities was 

typically lower at 500 µL compared to 100 µL; this likely indicates a more homogenous 

deposition of silane, stemming from the larger source of available silane for deposition in the 

case of 500 µL.  

3.3.6. Modeling silane diffusion data  

 Using the experimental data collected in Sections 3.3.1-3.3.5, it was possible to generate 

computational models for explaining the method of silane vapor deposition, as well as predicting 

silane deposition for other conditions not tested experimentally. The first step in accurately 

modeling silane diffusion in this situation was solving the one-dimensional diffusion equation,  

      
𝜕𝑐

𝜕𝑡
= 𝜅

𝜕2𝑐

𝜕𝑥2
 

where c(x,t) is the silane concentration at time t and at some distance within the chamber x, and κ 

is the silane diffusion constant. In a simple 1D diffusion problem, the silane concentration at the 

inlet of the secondary chamber would be assumed to be a constant c0, and the silane 

concentration at the back of the chamber would be assumed to be 0 at t = 0. However, during the 

initial silane vaporization, rapid evacuation of the primary diffusion chamber generates 
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convective effects that drive the silane into the secondary chamber by some distance, a (Fig 6a). 

This sets up the initial conditions of 

𝑐(𝑥, 0) = {
𝑐𝑎 , 𝑥 < 𝑎
0 , 𝑥 > 𝑎

 

where ca is the silane concentration for 0 < x < a. When compared to experimental results, the 

theoretical predictions generated under these conditions did not appropriately model the 

experimental data. One theory for this discrepancy was a non-instantaneous deposition of silane 

after vaporization, indicating the need for a diffusion-deposition model. For this experimental 

setup, the diffusion-deposition model is governed by  

𝜕𝐼

𝜕𝑡
= 𝑘 (

𝑐(𝑥, 𝑡)

𝑐𝑎
)(𝐼0 − 𝐼) 

where I(x,t) is the measured fluorescence intensity (assumed to be proportional to silane 

deposition) at some distance x and time t, and 
𝑐(𝑥,𝑡)

𝑐𝑎
 is the previously determined amount of silane 

diffused into the chamber. In this case, k and Io are unknown constants which must be 

determined experimentally.  

 The first step to fully solving this equation was finding k and I0, which was done using 

fluorescence intensity from slides without a secondary diffusion chamber. In this case, c(x,t) = ca 

and the solution to the above equation is  

𝐼(𝑥, 𝑡) =  𝐼0(1 − 𝑒−𝑘𝑡) 

By applying a best fit curve to the experimental data of intensity with 500 µL of vaporous silane 

and no gradient, values of k = 0.093 hr-1 and I0 = 503.8 were found (Fig 6b). Because the 

constant k is the inverse of the time scale of diffusion, the time scale of diffusion was found to be 

10.75 h. Additionally, by using the experimental gradient data at 500 µL for chambers with 1 
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mm height, a value of a was approximated by finding a theoretical value with the smallest root 

mean squared error compared to experimental results. This value was found to be a = 1.4 cm.  

 After finding values of all necessary constants, the diffusion-deposition theoretical model 

could be compared to the gathered experimental data. By assuming a = 1.4 cm and solving for 

the gradient profile in a 1 mm height secondary chamber, the theoretical diffusion model was 

plotted against the experimental data at 8, 12, and 16 h (Fig 6c). While still imperfect, this model 

provides a relatively close model of the physically observed aminosilane diffusion. The 

fluorescence intensity values at x = 0 cm and at x = 3.0 cm were comparable between the model 

and the experimental data. One discrepancy between the model and the experimental data was an 

observed plateau layer of fluorescence near the opening of the chamber that was not predicted 

using the model. This discrepancy increased as diffusion time was increased and is most 

noticeable at 16 h of diffusion. It is possible that this was due to the initial convective effects 

during vaporization, or could potentially be explained by vaporous silane bonding more readily 

to silane that has already been deposited on the surface of the glass substrate than to the glass 

substrate itself.  

3.4. Conclusions and acknowledgements 

 In summary, this set of experiments gave strong evidence that vapor-phase silane 

deposition can be guided via experimental controls, allowing for gradient deposition of the silane 

across a single surface. Using a secondary diffusion chamber, significant gradients of silane 

deposition were observed, directly related with vapor-phase silane concentration and diffusion 

time. Unexpectedly, the height of the secondary diffusion chamber also displayed an effect on 

the diffusion gradient at lower silane concentrations, with taller openings of the chamber 

allowing more silane in relative to the shorter openings. Because this effect was not observed at 
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higher silane concentrations inside the primary diffusion chamber, it is hypothesized that below a 

benchmark silane concentration, depletion effects will occur and prevent the silane within the 

primary chamber from acting as a constant concentration source for vapor-phase diffusion. For 

future work, different volumes of silane could be tested incrementally to find what this 

benchmark silane concentration is, as well as a wider range of lengths of the secondary diffusion 

chamber. Finally, different shapes of the secondary diffusion chamber could be tested in the 

future (radial, trapezoidal, triangular, chambers with increasing or decreasing height, etc). This 

would potentially allow for gradients other than purely linear ones to be observed and applied in 

biotechnology.  

 The author would like to thank Raehyun Kim and Yuli Wang for experimental advice and 

training on confocal microscopy. The author would also like to thank NSF GRFP Grant # 

2016212411 and NIH # DK109559 for funding.   
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3.5. Figures 

 

Figure 3.1. Schematic of aminosilane diffusion and staining. Schematic of gradient 

aminosilane diffusion and subsequent staining/imaging. a) A clean glass slide is treated with 

oxygen plasma for 5 min. b) A secondary diffusion chamber, 3D-printed, is attached to the 

plasma-treated side of the surface. This allows one opening for the entrance of silane from the 

larger primary diffusion chamber into the diffusion chamber. c) The glass slide with an attached 

secondary diffusion chamber is placed within the primary diffusion chamber. A petri dish 

containing liquid-phase aminosilane is also placed in the primary diffusion chamber. The 

primary diffusion chamber is then placed under vacuum, driving the aminosilane into vapor-

phase. The chambers are incubated for a time that is insufficient for the silane to equilibrate and 

reach a uniform concentration within the secondary diffusion chamber. d) After a gradient is 

formed, the glass slide is removed from the primary diffusion chamber, decoupled from the 

secondary chamber, and incubated with an amine-specific fluorophore. e) Linear scans along the 

slide perpendicular to the axis of the surface modification gradient are then conducted. The line 
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scans are performed every 0.5 cm along the region that was contained within the secondary 

diffusion chamber. 
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Figure 3.2. Establishing the effectiveness of aminosilane deposition and staining a-c) Images 

collected of silanized and fluorescently-stained glass slides at increasing diffusion times (2, 8, 16 

h) without a secondary diffusion chamber. These images display a clear increase in silane 

deposition and fluorescence at longer time points and provide a base level of fluorescence before 

a gradient was formed using a secondary diffusion chamber. d) Quantified average intensity of 

fluorescence at 2 h intervals of silanization. These values were collected from 25 images per 

slide, randomly chosen. All trials were conducted 3 times to control for variability.  
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Figure 3.3. Measuring the effect of diffusion time on silane penetration into secondary 

diffusion chambers of differing heights and constant length. Average fluorescence intensity 

was measured at 0.5 cm increments along surfaces that were coupled with 30 mm long secondary 
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diffusion chambers, using varying diffusion times (2 h increments between 2 and 24 h). Three 

different chamber heights were tested, at 1 mm (a), 2 mm (b), and 4 mm (c). Each of these 

systems displayed statistically significant gradients of silane deposition along the length of each 

chamber from the opening of the chamber to the back of the chamber. All measurements in this 

set of experiments were done with 100 µL of vapor-phase aminosilane. 
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Figure 3.4. Measuring the effect of chamber length on silane penetration into secondary 

diffusion chambers of differing heights at constant diffusion time. Average fluorescence 

intensity was measured at 0.5 cm increments along slide surfaces for secondary diffusion 

chambers of varying length (20 mm, 30 mm, and 50 mm). 16 h of silane diffusion was allowed 
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in each case, as this time-frame had displayed gradient deposition in earlier experiments. Three 

different chamber heights were tested, at 1 mm (a), 2 mm (b), and 4 mm (c). It was seen that, at 

locations approaching x = 0 cm for each chamber length, similar gradients were observed. It was 

also observed the fluorescence (and therefore silane deposition) was limited as x increased in the 

longer chambers. All measurements in this set of experiments were done with 100 µL of vapor-

phase aminosilane. 
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Figure 3.5. Measuring the effect of increased vaporous silane concentration on height-

based differences in diffusion in secondary diffusion chambers. Average fluorescence 

intensity was measured at 0.5 cm increments along surfaces that were placed within 30 mm long 

secondary diffusion chambers, using varying diffusion times (8 h, 12 h, 16 h). 500 µL of vapor-

phase silane was used to create silane deposition gradients. Three different chamber heights were 
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tested, at 1 mm (a), 2 mm (b), and 4 mm (c). Each of these systems displayed statistically 

significant gradients of silane deposition along the length of each chamber, comparing the 

opening of the chamber to the back of the chamber. Also, there was no significant difference 

observed relative to the secondary chamber height at any point, giving evidence that depletion 

effects were in play at lower silane concentrations.  
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Figure 3.6. Computationally modeling aminosilane gradient diffusion. (a) The diffusion-

deposition model assumed that initial vaporization of the liquid silane drove molecules some 
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distance a into the secondary diffusion chamber via convection. This generated a boundary 

condition of concentration ca when 0 < x < a. (b) By comparing the solution of the diffusion-

deposition model to fluorescence measurements without using a secondary chamber (where 

c(x,t) ~ ca, assumed to be constant), values of the constants I0 and k were found. (c) After finding 

both I0 and k, a solution for the total diffusion-deposition model was plotted against experimental 

data at 8, 12, and 16 h from 1 mm chamber height trials.  
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CHAPTER 4: USING LIQUID LITHOGRAPHY TO CONTROL BIOMEDICAL STAMP 

MICROCURVATURE FOR IN VITRO CRYPT FORMATION 

4.1. Introduction and background 

4.1.1. Synthesis techniques for cell culture scaffolds in tissue engineering 

 Using current lithography techniques, micropatterns with well-controlled features can be 

created in both two and three dimensions. Photolithography is a microfabrication process with 

uses light to create precise structures in photo-reactive materials [1]. The method provides high 

resolution vertical features, such as microwells or fluid channels, but is limited in scope by the 

light pathways that can be used to pattern a template particularly for complex 3-dimensional 

features. Structures with a curvature in the Z dimension, occurring parallel to the light path, are 

generally difficult to construct without highly specialized equipment, expensive reagents, or 

extensive user experience, despite their potential in the re-creation of intricate features such as 

that to mimic tissue architecture [2]. Two-photon lithography [3], interference lithography [4], 

and grayscale lithography [5] are photolithography techniques used to shape 3D structures; 

however, these techniques often require sophisticated infrastructure. These and other challenges 

limit adoption and ultimately the breadth of microscale devices that can be fabricated using 

conventional lithographic workflows [6].  

 Other pattern strategies create curved features along a Z axis on the microscale. 3D 

printing is one such method, which involves using additive processing of materials to create 

three-dimensional objects from digital renderings. Today, 3D printers are cheaper and more 

readily available than ever before, and allow rapid prototyping (sometimes as quickly as same 

day). However, the more specialized materials needed for biological applications still have 
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challenges to overcome (namely structural integrity and limits in sample thickness) for 

widespread use, and available bio-inks are not suitable for all tissue systems [7]. Laser ablation is 

another potential method of creating features with curvature, but it can be difficult to create 

delicate features on soft biomaterials (as their structures may not remain intact when exposed to 

high energy densities), and curvature can only be made in one direction (away from the laser, 

convex curvature) [8]. Precise mechanical force can be used to remove exact amounts of 

polymeric material to create microfeatures, but this method is limited in its resolution. 

Additionally, the method can only create convex curvatures, as removing increasing amounts of 

material to create concave curvature in the other direction is not feasible, [9].  

 This study will explore an alternate synthetic method to create curved, 3-dimensional 

microfeatures by combining high-resolution (but simple) photolithographic templates with an 

additional lithographic technique, such as soft lithography. Soft lithography is a set of fabrication 

techniques which utilize a master template in combination with an elastomeric polymer such as 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) to form a patterned mold or stamp to generate 3D structures. 

Methods such as capillary force lithography employ this strategy, though there can be difficulty 

in ensuring pattern uniformity, and the generated curvature can be difficult to control [10]. 3D 

structures can also be created directly in an elastic polymer via replica molding, involving liquid 

interfaces [11], air interfaces [12], or self-assembling objects like beads [13]. 

4.1.2. Liquid lithography 

 The technique of interest in this paper is termed “liquid lithography”, which combines 

elements of photolithography, surface tension interactions, and soft lithography, and is 

particularly adept at creating curved microsurfaces. Liquid lithography forces two immiscible 

liquids to interact within a base photolithography mold, forming a surface of controlled curvature 
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using the two liquid’s interfacial tension [14]. Liquids with different relative surface tensions 

create predictable feature patterns when placed within a photolithographic template. The curved 

surfaces formed can range from relatively flat interfaces when liquids of similar surface energy 

are employed to extreme curvatures when liquids with very different surface energy are utilized. 

Liquid lithography has been explored in-depth, providing increasingly elaborate patterns from 

otherwise simple templates [15]. Using a template with relatively simple features, such as 

microwells (roughly 100-400 μm), the surface of a molding liquid (typically a polyol) introduced 

into the template forms a curved meniscus. A second immiscible or overlaying liquid such as 

PDMS is then added to the template and solidified to establish a curvature complimentary to the 

first or molding liquid. In this study, the goal was to extend the range of liquids utilized to 

support liquid lithography as well as to develop a strategy to form a gradient in the curvature of 

formed structures. Such a method would have wide-spread application for understanding cellular 

physiology wherein physical structure plays a critical role in tissue function. Examples of curved 

features thought to have important physiologic roles include colonic crypts with stem cells 

located at a region of high curvature [16] and the highly curved lung alveoli responsible for 

oxygen exchange [17]. To properly model the architectural microenvironment on these cells, the 

ability to replicate their curved supporting surfaces or features is of critical importance. 

4.1.3. Establishing a link between microcurvature of a scaffold and colonic cell culture 

 Prior investigators have demonstrated that substrate microcurvature can modulate 

mechanotransduction between the ECM and cells [18]. The geometry of the cell culture surface 

has also been linked to the expression of various cytoskeletal proteins (such as YAP1 and F-

actin) [19,20]. Colonic cell culture is of particularly interest in this study, as the colonic crypt 

base is comprised of a highly curved surface which supports stem cells. These crypts are 
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embedded in the epithelial wall of the intestinal tract, and are responsible for nutrient uptake, 

host defense, and hormonal signaling. Significantly, these crypts demonstrate cell 

compartmentalization with stem cells in the basal compartment and differentiated cells closer to 

the luminal side of the crypt [21]. Chemically, a number of factors influence this natural 

polarization, including gradients of compounds like Wnt, Rspondin, and Noggin from the base of 

the crypt to the lumen [23]. At this point, however, detailed studies have not yet been conducted 

on the link between any physical/structural gradients within the crypt and their resulting effects 

on colon cell behavior. 

 In this work, the ability to control curvature using a range of different polyols combined 

with chemical surface modification was assessed. The ability of gradients in surface chemical 

properties to form microfeatures with gradients in their surface curvature across a device was 

evaluated and optimized. These gradients in chemical surface properties were demonstrated 

following optimization of a vapor diffusion process within a constricted microchannel. To 

demonstrate the utility of the method, human primary colonic stem cells were cultured within 

microwells with varying curvature at the microwell base. The impact of the concave to convex 

curvatures on cell proliferation and cytoskeletal behaviors was assessed.  

4.2. Materials and methods 

4.2.1. Photolithographic microwell template creation 

 Photolithographic materials were prepared in-house. SU-8 100 photoresist was developed 

by mixing 73% by weight SU-8 resin with 22% by weight gamma-butyrolactone (GBL) and 5% 

by weight triarylsufonium hexafluoroantimonate (TSH). The adhesive base layer photoresist for 

templates was 1002F-10; 49% by weight 1002F resin, 46.1% GBL, and 4.9% TSH [24]. A clean 

glass slide was initially treated with oxygen plasma for 5 min. After this, an adhesive layer of 
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1002F-10, 5-10 µm thick, was applied to the slide, which was then exposed to 1 J of UV light 

(350 nm wavelength) and then baked for 20 h at 120°C. The slides were then spincoated with 

SU-8 100 to desired thicknesses (100 to 350 µm), baked (95°C) for 2 h, and exposed to 0.4 J of 

UV light while covered with a photomask. Two photomasks (Front Range Photomask, Lake 

Havasu City, AZ) were used in this study, each fabricated using low reflective chrome on a glass 

base. These masks were created with 5 µm of resolution, with the first mask containing arrays of 

70 µm-diameter circles, and the second mask containing arrays of 120 µm-diameter circles. 

These circles were separated center-to-center by 100 µm and 150 µm, respectively. The array of 

circles was 30 × 30 mm in both cases. After exposure and a 2 h post-exposure bake at 95°C, 

these slides were developed in 1-methoxy 2-propyl acetate at 25°C for 10 min, and then left for 

16 h at 120°C in order to fully cure. 

4.2.2. Silanization of photolithographic microwell templates 

 Using a polycarbonate desiccator (Fisher Scientific, 08-642-7), the photoresist templates 

were placed with microfeatures facing up on a level surface within the desiccator. Varying 

volumes of trichloro(octyl)silane, 50 µL-250 µL in 50 µL increments, were added in liquid form 

to a small petri dish within the chamber and the liquid was left uncovered. The chamber was 

placed under a 95 kPa vacuum for 5 min to vaporize the silane and incubated for 16 h. When 

gradients of silane were formed across the surface of the microwell template, the template was 

covered with a rectangular polymer chamber with one opening, to limit silane access to the 

surface of the template. The cavity surrounding the template was 30 mm in width, 30 mm in 

length, and varied in height from 1 mm to 4 mm. The cavity encased the microfeatures of the 

template, creating a secondary diffusion chamber within the desiccator. 
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4.2.3. Sacrificial liquid deposition and PDMS molding for liquid lithography 

 All sacrificial liquids were prepared in-house in aqueous solutions. The following polyol 

solutions were prepared in 50 mL volumes with deionized (DI) water: tetraethylene glycol (40% 

by weight, Sigma Aldrich, 110175); xylitol (40%, Sigma Aldrich, X3375); glycerol (40%, Sigma 

Aldrich, G9012); ribose (40%, Sigma Aldrich, R7500); dipropylene glycol (50%, Sigma Aldrich, 

D215554); sorbitol (30%, Sigma Aldrich, 240850); trimethyolethane (15%, Fisher Scientific, 

T047925G).  

 Template features were covered with these aqueous polyol solutions until all features 

were fully submerged. The template/solution were then placed under vacuum 5 times for 30 s 

each to remove excess gas from inside the microwells and ensure full liquid penetration into the 

microwells. The template was tilted to 45° and discontinuously dewetted with the remaining 

sacrificial liquid to remove excess solution from the surface, and then placed in a 70°C oven for 

20 min to solidify the sacrificial liquid left within the features. PDMS pre-polymer (SYLGARD 

184 Silicone Elastomer Base) and PDMS curing agent (SYLGARD 184 Elastomer Curing 

Agent) were combined in a 5:1 ratio for a total of 10 mL and stirred vigorously. This PDMS 

solution was then coated onto the microfeatures of the template, degassed for 2 min, and cured at 

95°C for 1 h. After baking, the PDMS was readily removed from the template and placed with 

micropillar stamps facing upward on a standard glass slide. 

4.2.4. DIC and ESEM imaging of generated micropillar stamps 

 For micropillar stamps with convex curvature, differential interference contrast (DIC) 

microscopy was sufficient to measure pillar curvature. Thin slices of the array of pillars were 

collected with a razor blade and placed flat, with pillars lying horizontally, on a glass slide. 

These pillars were imaged at 10x and 20x magnification on a Nikon Eclipse TE2000-U DIC 
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microscope. High resolution images of the pillars (both concave and convex) were collected 

using environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM). ESEM images were collected on a 

FEI Quanta 200 Field Emission Gun, following sputtercoating with 4 nm of platinum. 

4.2.5. Confocal microscopy imaging of concave-tipped micropillar stamps 

 Micropillar stamps with concave tip curvature were incubated in 0.2% rhodamine B in 

1X PBS for 16 h. These stamps were then dried and rinsed with 70% ethanol in DI water. The 

pillars were then imaged via confocal microscopy on an Olympus IX83 Research Inverted 

Microscope, generating Z-stack images. 

4.2.6. Intestinal epithelial cell culture 

 Cells used in this study originated from biopsies of human colonic epitheliums, acquired 

from colonoscopies at the University of North Carolina's Hospital Meadowmont Endoscopy 

Center with consent of the patient (under the approved University of North Carolina Institutional 

Review Board #14-2013). Crypts were isolated and the cells culture as described previously and 

then frozen for later use [21]. All experiments in this study were conducted using cells between 

passage 5 and 10 (P5 and P10). Cells demonstrated a normal karyotype through P11 [21]. Just 

prior to use, cells were expanded on collagen scaffold as described previously [21]. The media 

compositions used in this study were described previously [21] and are termed expansion media 

[EM], stem media [SM], and differentiation media [DM]. The composition of these medias can 

be found in Wang et al [21]. Briefly, EM is used to grow cells after initial seeding. SM is used to 

promote the expansion of stem and proliferative cells, while DM is used to differentiate cells into 

colonocytes, goblet cells and other differentiated colonic epithelial cells. These two media types 

(SM and DM) can be used in concert to create gradients of differentiation on a prepared scaffold, 

as will be described in Section 4.2.7. 
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4.2.7. Formation of in vitro colonic crypts 

 In vitro crypts were formed as previously described [21]. For this application, crypt-

shaped microwells were molded into a collagen scaffold using pillar molds constructed using 

liquid lithography and possessing concave, flat or convex curved bottoms at each microwell or 

crypt.  Briefly customized 12-well Transwell inserts were formed by replacing their 

polycarbonate porous membrane with a PTFE membrane ((BGCM00010; Millipore, Burlington, 

MA). A diffusion window in the membrane was formed by placing a 3 mm hole in a 

nonpermeable olefin plastic film (4-mL thick, TOPAS 6013; TOPAS Advanced Polymers, 

Florence, KY) attached to the bottom of the PTFE membrane.  

 A solution of Type I rat-tail collagen (5 mg/mL), 1-ethyl-3-(-3-dimethylaminopropyl) 

carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC, 600 mmol/L) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS, 150 

mmol/L) were loaded into the upper reservoir of each Transwell insert and then molded by 

pressing the PDMS micropillar stamps into the collagen as it cross-linked. The micropillar stamp 

was removed from the shaped collagen which was washed as described previously [21]. The 

collagen microwell array (in vitro crypt scaffold) was then coated with 10 µg/mL Type I human 

collagen at 37°C for 16 h and then rinsed 2x with sterile 1X PBS. As described previously [21] 

cells were cultured on the upper surface of the shaped collagen scaffold until the cells formed a 

monolayer across the surface and lining the microwells. When 80% cell confluency was reached, 

a chemical gradient was formed along the crypt long axis by SM (2 mL) into the basal reservoir 

and DM (1 mL) into the luminal reservoir. These media were changed daily for 5-7 days and 

then the cells assayed as described below. 
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4.2.8. Staining and fluorescence measurements 

Prior to cell fixation, cells were incubated with 5-ethynyl-2´-deoxyuridine (EdU) at 10 

µmol/L in 1X PBS for 24 h at 37°C. Cells were then fixed using 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 

deionized water by incubation for 20 min at 25°C. The cells were rinsed 2 times with 1X PBS. 

After fixing, cells were permeabilized using 0.5% Triton X-100 in 1X PBS for 20 min at 25°C. 

DNA was labelled by incubation with 2 µg/mL Hoechst 33342 in 1X PBS for 15 min at 25°C. 

Incorporated EdU incorporation was labelled using the Alexa Fluor 647 EdU Click-IT stain 

(C10430, Thermo Fisher Scientific). F-actin was stained using the ActinGreen 488 ReadyProbes 

kit (R37110, Thermo Fisher Scientific), a phallotoxin stain that specifically binds F-actin. G-

actin, the non-polymerized globular form of actin, was stained using deoxyribonuclease I, 

conjugated with Alexa Fluor 594 (10 µg/mL in 1X PBS; D12372, Thermo Fisher Scientific). 

Fixed cells were stained for F-actin and G-actin by incubation with the dyes at 30 min at 25°C. 

After staining, the cells were imaged using confocal microscopy (Olympus IX83 Research 

Inverted Microscope). Z slices every 2.5 µm along the crypt long axis was collected. The 

average fluorescence intensity for each fluorescent stain at each image slice was quantified using 

ImageJ plugin Time Series Analyzer V2 [25]. For Z-section analysis, the image slices from each 

crypt were organized into 25 µm bins at the bottom, middle, and top of each crypt. The average 

fluorescence intensity (in relative fluorescence units, or RFU) of these bins was measured, and 

then compared across 20 crypts for each type of crypt to account for crypt-to-crypt variability. 

These images were collected at the same laser intensity and voltage to enable comparison. 

4.2.9. Statistics 

 The primary statistical analysis used in this study was a two-tailed t-test P-value analysis, 

with confidence levels of 99% (p < .01) used to indicate a statistically significant difference in 
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population average. All collected data was assessed for the presence of a normal distribution 

prior to comparison. 

4.3. Results and discussion 

4.3.1. Overview of array fabrication and application 

 Liquid lithography using a polyol loaded into a chemically modified microwell array was 

used to fabricate a PDMS stamp with an array of micropillars with tips of varying curvature (Fig. 

1). The micropillar stamps were then used to form collagen scaffolds consisting of an array of 

microwells with bases of varying curvature. Finally, in vitro crypt arrays were formed by culture 

of a monolayer of primary, human colonic epithelial cells across the array surface and the impact 

of crypt base curvature on cell physiology was investigated. 

4.3.2. Selection of the molding liquids to form a micropillar stamp with tip surfaces of 

varying convex curvatures 

 

 Initial stages of liquid lithography rely upon a suitable mold and liquid selection in order 

to establish a surface tension difference that shapes the liquid into the desired curvature. In this 

case, polyols were chosen as the molding liquids due to their abundance, low cost, and spectrum 

of suitable surface energies (ranging from 35.0 dynes/cm to nearly 120.0 dynes/cm). Polyol 

surface energy is primarily tied to the number of hydroxyl groups bonded along the hydrocarbon 

backbone of each polyol monomer (Table 1). As the number of hydroxyl groups increases, a 

polyol monomer exhibits higher surface energies, preferring to self-bond rather than spreading 

across a surface [26]. This property has the potential to yield a range of curvatures based on the 

selected polyol molding liquid. In order to establish a direct link between pillar curvature and the 

surface energy of a molding liquid, polyols with varying hydroxyl number (2-6) were chosen to 

assess their impact on curvature during liquid lithography. The choices were as follows: 
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dipropylene glycol, tetraethylene glycol, trimethyolethane, glycerol, D-ribose, xylitol, and 

sorbitol. It was hypothesized that below the SU-8 surface energy, the molding liquid would 

display wetting behavior, and resultant pillars would have a convex shape, and above this 

threshold, a molding liquid would display non-wetting behavior, and resultant pillars would have 

a concave shape.  

 Three molding liquids with low surface energies were initially chosen with a goal to 

produce convex-tipped micropillar stamps. The curvature of the micropillar stamps formed from 

the low-energy polyols was measured by microscopy (Fig 2a). Use of TMOE yielded 

significantly flatter surfaces than use of TEG and DPG. TEG and DPG yielded similar curvatures 

due to their equivalent number of hydroxyl groups. Initially, TMOE was predicted to yield 

concave-tipped pillars as its surface energy is reported to be greater than that of SU-8 [15]. 

However, in practice, convex-tipped pillars were observed when using TMOE as a molding 

liquid. It is likely that SU-8 surfaces possess varying surface energies depending on the 

fabrication steps and that the SU-8 used had a greater surface energy than that typically reported 

in the literature. In some experiments, the height of the generated micropillars (124±33 m) 

varied. This was likely due to the de-wetting strategy used, resulting in a varying amount of 

residual liquid per well. We anticipate that an automated pipetting system for liquid deposition 

would eliminate this variability.   

4.3.3. Chemical modification of a microwell mold to form a micropillar stamp with tip 

surfaces of varying convex curvatures 

 

 Without chemical modification, most photolithographic substrates like SU-8 have 

relatively low surface energies compared to most solutions used in liquid lithography [30]. 

However, it is possible to modify the surface energy of the SU-8 substrate to affect the initial 
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interfacial interaction between the molding liquid and the template. Deposition of a hydrophobic 

organosilane (octyltrichlorosilane) was used to lower the surface tension of an SU-8 mold, 

decreasing its wettability and enabling a wider range of molding liquids/polyols to display non-

wetting behavior [35]. Octyltrichlorosilane in varying volumes  was deposited within a chamber 

and vapor-phase deposition onto an array of SU-8 microwells performed. As the silane volume 

was increased, the curvature of pillars generated from TEG, DPG, or TMOE decreased (Fig 2b-

g). When imaged by microscopy the decrease in curvature was readily apparent (Fig. 2b-e). 

When imaged by SEM, the pillars possessed high-quality, smooth surfaces (Fig 2g). Based on 

the results of this experimental workflow, it was determined that vaporous silane deposition 

could be employed to alter micropillar tip curvature in a predictable manner. 

4.3.4. Selection of the molding liquids and silane-modified wells to form a micropillar 

stamp with top surfaces of varying concave curvatures 

 

 Micropillar stamps in which the top surface is concave could be used as a stamp to form 

an array of microwells in which the bottoms were convex, forming a “bubble” pushing into the 

interior cylinder of the microwell. Such microwells would be of significant value in understand 

cell-cell proximity effects such as between nurse and stem cells or in guiding cell 

differentiation/migration [36]. Molding liquid polyols with 3 or more hydroxyl groups (and 

surface energies greater than roughly 55-60 dynes/cm) were expected to poorly wet the SU-8 

microwell templates and hence form a sphere of liquid at the bottom of the SU-8 microwell 

molds (Table 1). Liquid lithography would then produce PDMS micropillar stamps in which the 

top surface of each pillar was concave. A lithographic microwell template was placed in a 

vacuum chamber and exposed to varying volumes of octyltrichlorosilane. PDMS micropillar 

stamps were formed using polyols with 3-5 hydroxyls. The formed micropillars demonstrated 
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concave upper surfaces when sectioned and imaged by transmitted light, when stained with 

rhodamine B and imaged by confocal microscopy, or imaged by SEM (Fig 3a,b,d). All 3 

sacrificial liquids displayed an inverse relationship between micropillar surface curvature and the 

volume of silane used (Fig 3c).  The difference in micropillar curvature was statistically different 

for the pillars fabricated using 0 and 200 µL of silane. These data demonstrated that polyol 

sacrificial liquids of a sufficiently high surface energy generated concave-tipped micropillars and 

increasing silane volume led to greater absolute surface curvatures. Additionally, as the number 

of hydroxyl groups in the polyol sacrificial liquid increased the absolute curvature increased. 

While the above data demonstrated the ability to form microwells with both concave and convex 

surfaces, each surface curvature required a separate fabrication step. The ability to produce a 

single array of microwells in which the microwells varied in the curvature of their base would 

speed the ability to assess the role of surface curvature in future experiments. 

4.3.5. Establishing a gradient of convex curvature across an array of micropillar stamps 

 One of the promises of lab-on-a-chip platforms is the ability to screen rapidly through 

many different assay variables. To achieve a gradient of surface energy along the SU-8 

microwell array, a diffusion chamber (30 mm wide, 30 mm long, 1 - 4 mm high) was constructed 

to house the mold during the silane reaction (Fig 4a). When the chamber was mated with the 

microwell array mold, the mold was accessible to the external atmosphere or vapor phase silane 

through a single open side. Thus, the mold end closest to the opening was expected to experience 

a higher concentration of the vapor-phase silane relative to the edge of the mold farthest from the 

open end. The gradient in the silane concentration was modulated by altering the secondary 

chamber height, diffusion time, and silane volume within the chamber. A micropillar stamp was 

then formed from this mold using a polyol sacrificial liquid (TEG, DPG, or TMOE). The stamp 
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was sliced into 1 mm-thick sections that were 4, 8, 12 and 16 mm from the array end and the 

slices examined by microscopy. As the slices increased in distance from the open end of the 

chamber, the curvature of the micropillar tops decreased (Fig. 4b-h). For example, when TEG 

was used as the sacrificial liquid, the top of the micropillars were significantly different in 

curvature between 4 and 16 mm at 12.6±4.1 degrees and 37.4±3.7 degrees, respectively (Fig 4b-

e). Overall, these results suggested that greater silane deposition occurred at the edge of the mold 

closest to the chamber opening relative to that at the back end and that a gradient of surface 

energy was created enabling a gradient in micropillar surface curvature across the array.  

 To understand how the height of the chamber impacted deposition of the silane, diffusion 

chambers with a height of 1, 2, or 4 mm were used for silane deposition. TEG, DPG, or TMOE 

were then added to the microwells on the array and PDMS micropillar stamps formed. When a 1 

mm height was used, the micropillar stamps displayed a greater tip curvature relative to that 

formed with a 2 mm-high chamber (Fig 4f-h), suggesting that silane did not penetrate as deeply 

into the diffusion chamber during the diffusion time. When a 4 mm-high chamber  was used, the 

micropillar stamps using TEG, DPG, and TMOE displayed lower magnitudes of tip curvature 

relative to the stamps formed from a 2 mm chamber (Fig 4f-h), suggesting that silane penetrated 

deeply into these very tall diffusion chamber. Thus, the 2 mm height chamber yielded the 

greatest range of curvatures for the micropillar surfaces across the array. This data demonstrated 

that a gradient of device surface properties was formed via simple, vapor-based silane diffusion, 

and the ensuing surface energy gradient enables formation of micro-objects of distinct curvature. 

4.3.6. Establishing a gradient of concave curvature across an array of micropillar stamps 

 Biological architectures feature both concave and convex surfaces; for example, 

branching within the bronchiole of the lungs leads to concave curvature and cell isolation at the 
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start of different branches [38], and asymmetric budding of crypts can be observed during crypt 

formation, also yielding concave curvature [39]. Therefore, it is important to be able to replicate 

concave curvature (in addition to convex) in a lab-on-a-chip setting with varying degrees of 

magnitude.  To create structures of concave curvature, diffusion chambers of heights 1, 2, or 4 

mm were placed over a microwell array which was then silanized with octyltrichlorosilane. After 

which time, glycerol, ribose, or xylitol was loaded into the wells and a PDMS micropillar stamp 

then formed. For 4 mm chamber heights, there was no statistically significant change in pillar tip 

curvature across the length of the array  for any of the tested polyol sacrificial liquids (Fig 5). 

This was likely due to silane saturation throughout the chamber over the 16 h diffusion window. 

However, both 1 mm and 2 mm chamber heights led to a statistically significant difference in tip 

curvature when moving from the opening to the closed end of the secondary chamber for the 

tested sacrificial liquids (Fig. 5). Overall, the observed gradients in curvature support our initial 

hypotheses, as increasing the chamber height of the secondary chamber provoked an inverse 

relationship in the sharpness of the observed surface tension (and tip-curvature) gradient. 

4.3.7. Analyzing biomedical pillar curvature effects on in vitro colonic stem cell activity 

 To understand the impact of curvature on the colon crypt stem cell niche, primary human 

colon epithelial cells were cultured within collagen microwells formed with varying curvature at 

their base: -30, 0 or 30 degrees of curvature. The collagen microwells were formed using PDMS 

of varying curvature fabricated using liquid lithography with different polyols. As described 

previously, when primary colonic epithelial cells are cultured to confluence on the shaped 

collagen followed by application of a chemical gradient, polarized in vitro crypts form with a 

distinct stem cell and differentiated cell compartment [21]. In vitro crypts with altered stem 

compartment curvatures, created from concave, flat, and convex micropillar stamps, were stained 
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for DNA (Hoechst 33342) and S-phase cells (EdU incorporation), fixed and imaged by confocal 

microscopy (Fig 6a-c). As expected, proliferative cell density at the top and through the middle 

of the crypts was similar for convex, flat and concave-bottomed crypts, as there should be no 

curvature differences at these points along the microwell or in vitro crypts (Fig 6d-e). In contrast, 

a significant increase in cell proliferation was observed at the base of the concave-bottomed 

crypts relative to that at the base of the flat or convex-bottomed crypts.   

 In order to further quantify the difference in EdU intensity between crypt styles and 

different areas along the crypt, additional staining image analysis was performed (Fig 6e). 

Briefly, for each crypt, Z-stack image slices were collected every 2 µm along the crypt. In order 

to look at EdU intensity for the different sections of the crypt (luminal, middle, and basal), 

“bins” of Z-stack slices were created and stacked together in ~25 µm increments. The top 25 µm 

was labeled as the luminal section, a grouping of 25 µm around the middle of the crypt was 

labeled the middle section, and the bottom 25 µm was labeled as the basal section. 25 µm was 

chosen in order to fully capture the curved surfaces in the stem compartment of each crypt. There 

was no statistically significant difference (with 99% confidence) in average EdU intensity 

between any of the crypt styles in the luminal or middle compartments of the crypt.  

 In the basal compartment, however, all 3 styles of crypt (made from concave, flat, and 

convex pillars) were statistically significantly different from each other with 99% confidence. 

Crypts made from concave pillars displayed an average EdU intensity of 6.1e5±2.7e5 RFU, 

crypts made from flat pillars displayed a basal EdU intensity of 1.4e6±2.1e5 RFU, and crypts 

made from concave pillars displayed the highest basal EdU intensity at 2.3e6±3.7e5 RFU. This 

data supports the hypothesis that changing the microcurvature of the stem cell compartment of a 

crypt can alter proliferative cell activity, and that using pillars of concave curvature caused a 
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noticeable increase in proliferative cell activity. Because of these results, researchers in this 

study were interested in other potential effects on cell behavior that altering the stem cell 

compartment curvature could cause. It was decided to focus on cell activity revolving around 

cell-cytoskeleton interactions, and the involved proteins, as altering microcurvature could 

feasibly cause downstream effects on mechanotransduction at the bottom of in vitro crypts. 

4.3.8. Establishing connections between pillar curvature effects and cytoskeletal 

adjustments for colonic epithelial cells 

 

 The downstream behavior effects of changing the physical microenvironment of the crypt 

stem cell compartment likely originate with changes in how the cells interact with the 

extracellular matrix (ECM). Cytoskeletal proteins, such as actin, tubulin, and laminin, are likely 

secreted in different amounts as a response to the different mechanostimuli a cell experiences on 

structures of different curvature. While likely far more pronounced on scaffolds with 

pronounced, curved nanofeatures (due to closer dimensions in magnitude to mechanosensors on 

the cell/ECM), researchers in this study hypothesized that concave, flat, and convex in vitro 

crypts would generate different cytoskeletal protein responses in colonic epithelial cells. Colonic 

epithelial cells were cultured and grown into in vitro crypts exactly as described in the previous 

section. The difference for this section came in the immunofluorescence stage of 

experimentation, and is outlined in Section 4.2.7. F-actin and G-actin were chosen as targets of 

interest because of the important role they play in cell-cell interactions on the microscale. It was 

thought that, by altering the microstructure of the stem cell compartment within the in vitro 

crypts, mechanotransduction within these crypts would be altered as well, and cytoskeletal stains 

are a viable way of measuring those changes downstream (Figs 7 and 8). The bottom 25 µm of a 

set of in vitro microwell crypts were created from each type of micropillar stamp and stained for 
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Hoechst 33342 (blue), F-actin (yellow), and G-actin (red), as well as a composite image for each 

type (Fig 7). These 25 µm stacks were created via confocal Z-slice imaging, and the bottom 25 

µm were chosen in order to cover the full curvature of the stem cell compartment. Qualitatively, 

it can be observed that general nuclear count and F-actin presence are similar regardless of the 

type of pillar used to create the crypt. However, when stained for G-actin, there is a distinct 

difference based on pillar type. Specifically, G-actin seems to be more heavily expressed in 

crypts created by concave pillars.  

 Quantitative analysis of these crypts after cytoskeletal staining was also performed (Fig. 

8), showing Hoechst, F-actin, and G-actin stains (Fig 8a-c, respectively). Each graph is separated 

into three compartments, each 25 µm long and containing Z-stack fluorescence intensity images 

for each stain. Crypts created using each style of pillar without any seeded cells were also stained 

and used as a control group; staining results for flat-bottomed crypts without cells were included 

to show a baseline level of fluorescence (Fig 8). Firstly, it was important to establish similar that 

the intensity of Hoechst fluorescence was similar between each type of crypt in the luminal and 

middle sections of each crypt, as stem compartment curvature should not have a major effect on 

cell number in those parts of the crypt. This was found to be true in this study, as there was no 

statistically significant difference in Hoechst intensity (and therefore, cell number) between the 

different crypt curvatures at any location along the crypts. For F-actin, there was no difference in 

fluorescence intensity in the luminal or middle sections of the crypt, as expected. In the basal 

stem cell compartment, crypts created from convex and flat pillars had no statistical difference. 

However, both had statistically significantly higher F-actin presence than crypts created from 

concave pillars. This gives evidence that there are cytoskeletal differences caused by the concave 

pillars that were not observed for the other pillar curvatures; it is feasible that cells are less able 
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to connect to each over via cell-cell interactions because of the physical strain caused by the 

upward-curving stem compartment in these crypts. The major difference in cytoskeletal activity, 

however, can be found in G-actin activity in the stem compartments of the crypts (Fig 8c). While 

convex and flat pillars generate similar levels of G-actin activity, concave pillars generate an 

extremely significant increase in G-actin fluorescence in the stem compartment. One hypothesis 

for this substantial increase in G-actin activity could be that cells in the crypts created by 

concave pillars are receiving mechanostimuli to increase production of actin, to create more cell-

cell interactions, but the microcurvature within the crypt prevents full polymerization of G-actin 

into F-actin. This could lead to overexpression of G-actin, which would fit with the data 

collected in this experiment. While there could be other explanations, these experiments give 

significant evidence that microcurvature within the stem cell compartment of a colon crypt can 

have major downstream effects on cell behavior. 

4.4. Conclusions and acknowledgments 

 In summary, this group of experiments give evidence that adjusting the physical 

microenvironment within in vitro crypts of colonic epithelial cells can have major effects on 

subsequent cell behavior. It is possible to control the curvature at the tips of biomedical 

micropillars by use of liquid lithography as a synthesis method. Specifically, by using A) 

different polyol molding liquids to exploit surface tension interactions within lithographic 

microwells, and B) using vaporous deposition of silane to mute these surface tension effects in a 

controlled manner. It was also demonstrated that it’s possible to create a gradient of micropillar 

tip curvatures on the same lithographic template by using an applied gradient of vaporous silane 

deposition. These methods combined allowed for PDMS stamps to be created for use with type I 
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collagen bioscaffolds, and these bioscaffolds could then be used to culture intestinal epithelial 

cells.  

 By using these modified PDMS stamps, it was observed that an altered curvature from 

the micropillar tips would have substantial effects on cell behavior within the basal stem cell 

compartment of the generated in vitro crypts. When pillars of convex curvature were used, it was 

found that proliferative activity in the base of the crypts was elevated relative to the other tip 

curvatures; this is possibly due to the cells being more tightly grouped at the base of the crypt. 

Similarly, it was found tip curvature had effects on cytoskeletal activity in affected areas of the 

crypt, with concave pillars leading to a significant elevation in G-actin presence compared to the 

other types of pillars. This work gives a new approach for more closely mimicking in vivo cell 

behavior in lab-on-a-chip/bioscaffold in vitro work, just by altering the physical environment on 

which cells are cultured. For any tissue type that relies upon cytoskeletal structure and 

mechanotransduction for behavioral cues, these findings could give a new avenue of study for 

reducing the gap between in vivo and in vitro cell behavior. 

 The author thanks Nicole Smiddy and Matthew Disalvo for assistance and training in 

photolithographic techniques, and thanks Scott Magness for providing human colonic epithelial 

tissue. The author also thanks the Chapel Hill Analytical and Nanofabrication Laboratory for 

assistance in microscopy. Finally, the author thanks NSF GRFP Grant # 2016212411 and NIH 

DK109559 for funding.   
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4.5. Figures 

Figure 4.1. Schematic of liquid lithography and in vitro crypt synthesis with biomedical 

micropillar stamps. Schematic of general experimental workflow in this project. a) Cylindrical 

microwell masters are created from SU-8 (blue) via photolithography. b) Sacrificial aqueous 

polyol solutions (purple) are deposited within the microwell masters and solidified. c) PDMS 

(orange) is added onto the surface of the microwell master with polyol. d) The cured PDMS 

stamp is removed from the SU-8 microwell master. This example shows concave micropillars. e) 

The PDMS pillar stamp is pressed into a liquid solution of type I rat-tail collagen (grey) within a 

Transwell cassette (black), which is then gelled and cross-linked. f) The PDMS stamp is 

carefully removed from the molded collagen leaving an array of crypt microwells in the collagen 

scaffold. This example shows microwells with a convex bottom. g) A media solution (light 

orange) containing colonic epithelial cells (green) is cultured on the scaffold. h) The colonic cells 

grow to confluence. i) The tips of generated pillars were measured by establishing a parallel 

plane with the flat “bottom” of the pillar. After this, researchers measured two angles from that 

plane, coming from the left- and rightmost parts of the pillar, to the actual maximum tip of the 

pillar. These two values were averaged, and any pillar displaying a difference of 5 or more 

degrees between the angle was not used for measurement. 
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Figure 2. Creation of convex-tipped micropillar stamps. a) Micropillar stamp curvature in the 

absence of silanization (* = p < 0.001). b-e) Microscopy images of micropillar stamps created 

using varying volumes of octyltrichlorosilane, with 0 (b), 75 (c), 150 (d), and 200 (e) L. f) The 

dependence of micropillar stamp curvature on the volume of silane employed for each of 3 

polyols. g) SEM of convex micropillar stamps. 
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Figure 3. Creation of concave-tipped micropillar stamps. a) Microscopy image through a 

section of an array of concave-tipped pillars, created using sorbitol as a polyol sacrificial liquid. 

b) Fluorescence confocal image (XY plane) through an array of concave micropillar stamps 

stained with rhodamine B. Expanded insets are Z-stack images of three and one micropillar(s). c) 

Dependence of micropillar stamp curvature on silane volume. d) SEM image of concave 

micropillar stamps.  
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Figure 4.4. Creation and measurement of a gradient of convex micropillar tip curvature. a) 

An illustration of the secondary diffusion chamber used to create gradient diffusion of silane. 

The isolation chamber was placed so that only one end of the square array of wells was open to 

silane diffusion, with the other 3 sides closed off by a thick plastic isolation chamber. Height of 

this chamber could be altered by 3D printing additional isolation chambers. b-e) DIC images of 

pillars generated on one template using a 2 mm height secondary chamber within a silane 

diffusion chamber, moving from 4 mm away from the back end of the chamber (away from the 

opening) for (b), 8 mm away for (c), 12 mm away for (d), and 16 mm away (near the chamber 

opening) for (e). Silane deposition increased from b-e, resulting in a decrease in tip curvature. f-

h) The quantitative relationship between convex-tipped pillar curvature and distance from the 

back end of the chamber, with 4 mm being near the closed end of the chamber and 16 mm being 

near the opening of the chamber. 
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Figure 4.5. Creation and measurement of a gradient of concave micropillar tip curvature. 

a-c) The quantitative relationship between concave-tipped pillar curvature and distance from the 

back end of the chamber, with 4 mm being near the closed end of the chamber and 16 mm being 

near the opening of the chamber. Negative values of degrees were used in this figure to illustrate 
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the difference between concave and convex curvature, with negative angles corresponding to 

concave curvature on the pillar tip. * denotes statistical significance at 99% confidence.  
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Figure 4.6. Measuring the effects of microcurvature in the in vitro crypt stem cell niche on 

proliferative activity. a-c) Confocal Z-stack images of in vitro crypts created with different 

PDMS stamp curvatures. Hoechst is shown in blue, EdU staining is shown in green. These 

images were all taken at identical laser intensity and voltage to allow for comparison. The 

entirety of each crypt is stacked and shown in these images. d) Using ImageJ, each Z-slice image 

(occurring approximately every 2.5 µm) for 25 crypts per pillar type was measured for Hoechst 

and EdU intensity, giving a map of fluorescence along the entirety of the crypt. The EdU 

intensity then normalized to Hoechst intensity, to account for cell number variability. Standard 

deviations are shown for the peak intensity value of each crypt type. e) Each crypt was divided 

into 25 µm bins at the lumen, middle, and base of the crypt, and the slices within these bins were 
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Z-stacked and measured for EdU intensity. * denotes statistical significance with 99% 

confidence.  
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Figure 4.7. Measuring the effects of microcurvature in the in vitro crypt stem cell niche on 

cytoskeletal activity. Cytoskeletal image staining for each type of PDMS stamp. All crypts were 

imaged at the same laser intensity and voltage to allow for comparison. The bottom 25 µm of 

each crypt was included in these Z-stack images, incorporating the entirety of curvature at the 

bottom of each crypt. Hoechst is in blue, F-actin is in yellow, and G-actin is in red. The final 

stacked images include all three stains. 
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Figure 4.8. Quantifying cytoskeletal activity differences based on microcurvature in the in 

vitro crypt stem cell niche. a-c) After separation into 25 µm bins at the lumen, middle, and base 

sections of 25 crypts, the intensity of Hoechst (a), F-actin (b), and G-actin (c) was measured. 

These were all measured via confocal microscopy at the same laser intensity and voltage. * 
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denotes statistical significance with 99% confidence. All measurements for all crypt types were 

statistically significant from crypts with no cells seeded.  
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Section 4.6. Tables 

Material 

Surface 

energy 

(dynes/cm) 

Number 

of 

hydroxyl 

groups 

Used in 

study? 
Reference 

Dipropylene glycol 

(DPG) 
33.9 2 + [28] 

Tetraethylene glycol 

(TEG) 
44.0 2 + [27] 

Trimethylolethane 

(TMOE) 
50.6 3 + [37] 

Glycerol 64.0 3 + [29] 

Threitol 77.2 4  [37] 

Ribose 81.4 4 + [37] 

Xylitol 89.7 5 + [37] 

Glucose 92.0 5  [29] 

Sorbitol 99.8 6 + [29] 

Sucrose 113.0 8  [29] 

PDMS 20.8 N/A + [15] 

Unmodified SU-8 45.2 N/A + [15] 

Octyltrichlorosilane- 

treated SU-8 
22.9 N/A + [15] 

Table 4.1. Surface energy of materials in liquid lithography.  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS 

 The goal of this dissertation was to demonstrate the downstream effects of altered 

biomaterial properties on intestinal epithelial cell culture, allowing for potential applications of 

these cultures for lab-on-a-chip biotechnologies. This goal was accomplished in a two-fold 

manner, both with altered scaffold properties and their effects on in vitro cell behavior and with 

altered rheological properties for in vitro secretions (in this case, mucus).  

 It was demonstrated that using an air-liquid interface (ALI) with an intestinal cell 

monolayer allowed for the formation of a measurable attached mucus layer, a difficult 

proposition with typical submerged cell culture. When comparing the rheological properties of 

this mucus layer with native mucus, harvested from ex vivo surgical resections of colonic tissue, 

it was found that in vitro mucus was similar but slightly weaker. Biochemically and via 

immunohistochemistry, it was found that ex vivo mucus formed larger complexes with more 

overall mucins, nucleated around cells that were also detached from the native epithelial mucosa. 

Because of these findings, it was thought that in vitro culture produced a looser, more diffuse 

mucus layer in line with the native outer mucus layer, whereas native mucus provided elements 

of both the inner and outer mucus layer. Long-term, attempting to form a similar ALI culture 

with in vitro crypts instead of a monolayer could prove fruitful for closing the gap between in 

vitro and native intestinal mucus.  

 Moving towards cell culture scaffolding, it was shown that a) a controllable gradient of 

surface properties could be constructed using vapor-phase silanization, b) this gradient could be 

used in conjunction with liquid lithography to create biomedical micropillar stamps with 
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controlled microtip curvature, and c) these micropillar stamps could be used to form in vitro 

crypts with measurable effects on cell behavior. The gradient of silane deposition was 

accomplished using a primary diffusion chamber to hold vaporized silane, and a single-opening 

secondary diffusion chamber attached to the top of a surface to create a source-sink model of 

silane diffusion onto the surface. Longer diffusion times correlated to more silane deposition 

within the secondary diffusion chamber, allowing for quantifiable gradient formation. When 

silanization was coupled with liquid lithography, it was found that PDMS pillar stamps could be 

created with either convex- or concave-tipped pillars based on the sacrificial polyol used. It was 

also found that, by using the secondary diffusion chamber, a gradient of microtip curvatures 

could be achieved. When these pillars of different curvature were used as stamps for in vitro 

intestinal crypt culture, it was found that curvature of the stem cell niche played a role in 

downstream cell behavior. Specifically, it was found that convex-tipped pillars (creating concave 

crypts) generated a significantly higher amount of EdU in the stem cell niche, indicating strong 

proliferative activity than other crypt curvatures. It was also found that cytoskeletal activity was 

affected, with concave-tipped pillars (creating convex crypts) generating significantly higher 

amounts of G-actin compared to other crypt curvatures.  

 The experimental data gathered for this dissertation could increase the microstructural 

relevance of a lab-on-a-chip intestinal crypt model for use in tissue engineering, regenerative 

medicine, and drug screening. Overall, the effects of the physical microenvironment on in vitro 

cell behavior and secretion were demonstrated. These results, when coupled with the effects of 

altering the chemical microenvironment as well as co-culturing these models with other intestinal 

cell types, could significantly improve the effectiveness of this culture method in mimicking in 

vivo intestinal behavior.  


